Materialite lightweight concrete block
for the best in concrete masonry

- Lighter weight • Reduce dead load • 50% less shrinkage • Uniform color and texture
- Pleasing color resists soiling — even when unpainted • Any compressive strength needed

Materialite is a coated lightweight expanded shale aggregate produced by the rotary kiln process by

MATERIAL SERVICE
DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
300 W. Washington St., Chicago • 312/Franklin 2-3600
WISCONSIN'S
BEST KNOWN CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTOR — NATIONALLY

We have completed contracts in Alaska, Arkansas, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, U.S. Virgin Islands, and of course practically every major area of Wisconsin.
40 WEDGES OF PRESTRESSED CONCRETE ROUND OUT A STRIKING 2000-TON ROOF

The spectacular new Convention Center in Phoenix is roofed by prestressed concrete wedges supported entirely by peripheral T-columns precast in concrete. Wholly unencumbered interior space, 180 feet in diameter, is effected by this unique design, along with superior acoustical qualities. Concrete provided the design versatility needed to achieve exceptional visual interest. The wedge-shaped roof sections, radiating from a center ring, are of alternating flat and "high-hat" double tees. This creates the decorative geometry of the roofline and also produces a dramatic "beamed ceiling" interior. Everywhere today, concrete structures of all types are receiving recognition for their bold concepts and fresh, imaginative design treatments.
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF GREATER MILWAUKEE, INC.

MEMBERS

Bauer Construction Co., Inc.
Becker Construction Company, Inc.
Bell-Reichl, Inc.
Thos. H. Bentley & Son, Inc.
D. G. Beyer, Inc.
Dahlman Construction Co.
Berghammer Corp., Inc.
Edward E. Gillen Co.
A. Guenther & Sons Co.
A. J. Heinen, Inc.
Hersh Construction & Engineering Co.
Hufschmidt Engineering Co.
Hunzinger Construction Co.
Jos. P. Jansen Co.
T. V. John & Son, Inc.
Klug & Smith Co.
Knuth Masonry, Inc.
Kotze Construction Co., Inc.
Lupinski, Inc.
McCloskey-Leavell Co.
Chas. Maier & Son Company
Nelson & Company, Inc.
O'Brien & Brauer Construction, Inc.
Permanent Construction Co.
Peters Construction Company
Pfeifer Construction Company
C. G. Schmidt, Inc.
H. Schmitt & Son, Inc.
Selzer-Ornst Co.
Siderits Construction Co.
Siesel Construction Co.
Stack Construction Co.
Steigerwald Construction, Inc.
Stevens Construction Corp.
Tubesing Construction Co.
Voss-Hrdlicka Co.
Winninghoff & Bradley
Woerfel Corporation

It is suggested architects adhere to "Recommended Practices" approved by the South-East Section of Wisconsin Chapter AIA and Associated General Contractors of Greater Milwaukee, Inc., Section 1—Bidding Requirements.
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now . . . you can specify practical central air conditioning with a

GAS-FIRED CHILLER

The same dependable gas flame that heats better . . . also cools better . . . and keeps operation costs surprisingly low!

A Bryant gas air conditioning unit is easy to install. It adds right on to present warm-air heating system, using the same blower and air ducts. The cooling coil is mounted on top of the furnace; the chiller goes outside. No tearing up. No expense for alterations.

A simple gas flame does the work, so there are no major moving parts to wear out. Since it's cooled by air, it doesn't need a drop of water. No unsightly water tower. No water bills to pay. And gas air conditioning means quiet operation because there are fewer moving parts to create noise or vibrations.

The Bryant 451 gas-fired chiller is perfect for residential, commercial and small industrial buildings . . . available in 3 and 4½ ton sizes.

See your Bryant dealer or call your local Wisconsin Gas Company.

WISCONSIN GAS COMPANY
626 East Wisconsin Avenue • 276-6720
(formerly Milwaukee Gas Light Company)
THANK YOU MR. ARCHITECT FOR VISITING OUR BOOTH AT THE SHOW

WE SINCERELY HOPE YOU WERE IMPRESSED WITH THE DOVER HOMELIFT THAT WE FEATURED. THIS IS NOT ONLY THE BEST RESIDENCE ELEVATOR AVAILABLE, BUT ITS DESIGN IS MODERN, FITS THE TASTE OF THE MOST DISCRIMINATING PERSON AND IS EASY TO FIT INTO YOUR PLANS. DON’T HESITATE TO CALL US FOR DETAILS ON ANY OF OUR DOVER VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION PRODUCTS.
Falls Block & Supply provides you with the newest in design block so that you can create endless media of expressions to further your designs.

Now ... let your imagination soar
COLOR • TEXTURE • FORM

Spectra-Glaze
Glazed Masonry Units
DESIGN SERIES
New creative opportunities.

CONCAVE

FLARED

FACET

LUNA
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Here is where MARATHON makes a better casement window and delivers it at a better price

- No nail holes at all on frame. Carefully blind nailed from the back.
- Stop glazed for easy glass replacement.
- Window unit comes completely set up, ready to install in the wall.
- Windows open to a full 90°.
- Air tight weatherstrip seals in heat, seals out cold.
- Color coordinated hardware and screen that blends with the wood finish.
- Roto-operator worm and gear components guaranteed for life.

At all of these points Marathon casements offer you superiority. At all of these points Marathon adds value above and beyond the generally accepted norm. Why then accept less and pay more?

We have a very factual film well worth five minutes of your time that brings these plus features into focus. You are invited to view it — at your office, at your convenience. To learn in full just how much Marathon casements can do for you, save for you, ask the man from Marathon. There is no obligation. Call or write.
SIX MEN RECEIVE HONORARY MEMBERSHIPS

— Six men who have rendered "distinguished service to the profession of architecture or to the arts and sciences allied therewith" will receive honorary memberships from the American Institute of Architects.

The honors will be presented at AIA's convention in New York City, May 14-18, 1967.

Those honored are Joseph F. Addonizio, executive director of the New York State Association of Architects, AIA; John D. Entenza, editor publisher, and currently executive director of the Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts; James Fenelon, executive director of the Minnesota Society of Architects, AIA; John Erik Jonsson, Honorary Chairman of the Board of Texas Instruments, Inc.; Edgar Kaufmann Jr., author and educator, and Benton Spruance, lithographer, painter and teacher. Joseph F. Addonizio, executive director of the New York State Association of Architects, AIA, is a native of New York City. He attended Cornell University and later entered the field of journalism, public relations, fund-raising, and banking before switching to professional organizational work. He joined the New York State Association of Architects, which has more than 2,700 members, 10 years ago.

Addonizio has done legislative work with the New York State Legislature for 35 years, and was once a research counsel to the New York State Senate. He has been managing director of the West of Central Park Association in New York City, vice chairman of the Metropolitan Fair Rent Committee in that city, executive vice president of the New York State Association of Real Estate Boards, and executive secretary of the Bronx Board of Trade.

John D. Entenza, executive director of the Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts, was editor and publisher of the influential magazine, Arts & Architecture, and previously was awarded honorary memberships in the Los Angeles and Chicago Chapters of AIA.

While he was editor of Arts & Architecture, Entenza developed the well-known "Case Study House Program." Later he became president of the Plywooded Wood Company, and a consultant to the General Panel Corporation.

Entenza has served on the boards of many public and private organizations. He is the American editor of the international architectural journal Zodiac, and was the American delegate to the International Art Critics' Congress held in Brazil. He is vice president and a member of the board of the International Design Conference, Aspen, Colo.

Last year, Entenza received the Gold Medal of the Yale University School of Art and Architecture — the first time in six years that the award had been made.

James V. Fenelon, executive director of the Minnesota Society of Architects, AIA, has held his present position for more than a decade.

A native of South Dakota, Fenelon graduated from the University of North Dakota. He served as an investigator for the Office of Price Stabilization, and later as North Dakota State Representative for the National Foundation of Infantile Paralysis, Inc., and the March of Dimes. He joined the Minnesota Society of Architects in 1956. The Society has 500 members.

Fenelon was an infantryman in World War II, with 22 months of overseas service.

John Erik Jonsson, honorary chairman of the board, Texas Instruments Incorporated, is a scientist, engineer and industrialist. He holds an engineering degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and was awarded an honorary Doctor of Engineering Degree by RPI in 1959. Other honorary degrees include Doctorates of Science from Austin College and Hobart and William Smith College, and a Doctorate of Laws from Southern Methodist University.

Jonsson has been a sales executive for the Aluminum Company of America, and president of the Dunmont Motor Car Co., Inc. In 1930, he joined Geophysical Service, Inc., which later became Texas Instruments Incorporated. He became president of the firm in 1951, was elected chairman of the board in 1958, and upon retirement in 1966, he became honorary chairman.

A director of many firms, Jonsson has also had a distinguished career in public service. He served as Mayor of the City of Dallas, Texas, for three years, and was president of the Dallas Chamber of Commerce. He is a director or member of more than two dozen civic, educational, and professional organizations.

In 1964, Jonsson received the American Society of Metals' Advancement of Research Award. He was selected as Industrialist of the Year in 1965 by the Society of Industrial Realtors, and in 1966 he received the Bene Merenti Medal.

Edgar Kaufmann Jr., author and educator, has written five books on architect Frank Lloyd Wright, and numerous magazine articles on architecture and design. He is adjunct Professor of Architecture at Columbia University.

A native of Pittsburgh, Kaufmann studied painting in New York and in Europe. In 1933-34, he was drawn to Taliesin by reading Frank Lloyd Wright's An Autobiography, and became an apprentice in the Taliesin Fellowship. In 1934, he entered his family's department store business in Pittsburgh. Two years later, his family asked Wright to design a new weekend house, and the result was Fallingwater, one of the most famous of modern homes. (Fallingwater was later presented by Kaufmann to the Western Pennsylvania Conservancy, and is now open to the public.)

In 1940, Kaufmann joined the Museum of Modern Art in New York City, and later became director of its department of Industrial Design.

After service with the U.S. Air Force in World War II, he returned to the Museum and worked on the series of Good Design Shows which was produced in collaboration with Chicago's Merchandise Mart. He left the Museum in 1955 to devote himself to writing and teaching. He has since been associated with many exhibitions at American and Euro-

(Continued on page 62)
The most durable of building materials that carries with it inherent beauty, is brick—by Illinois Brick Company. A wide variety of color selection and sizes are available to meet your most exacting specifications. Lincoln Homespun, Cloister Black, Colonial Commons, Smooth Buff, Colonial Glazes and many others are available for lasting beauty.

For more information call or write:

WESTERN BRICK COMPANY
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS DIVISION OF
ILLINOIS BRICK COMPANY
228 NO. LA SALLE, CHICAGO, ILL. 60601 (312) 372-8727
from ground zero plus 2.5

This is the third roster and convention issue that we have been privileged to publish under the banner of the Wisconsin Chapter, The American Institute of Architects, and again we are able to report — not without pride — a record publication in terms of page content and advertising revenue. For this, we thank our ever increasing number of loyal advertisers and interested readers. This eighty-four page issue is the largest magazine published in the thirty-four year history of the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT. Considering that the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT is one of the very few Architectural Regional Magazines published in this Country that is not being subsidized, we are also proud to report that we are financially sound and completely self-sustaining. For this, we thank our advertisers and our sales manager, David Radbil, whose ceaseless efforts ever since we launched this enterprise from ground zero constitute an integral part of our success. We would be remiss not to mention the support of the Publications Committee and the energetic and tireless enthusiasm of its Chairman, Maynard W. Meyer, and the Board of Directors in the persons of Harry Bogner, Charles Haaseu and Clinton Mochon, as well as the original founder of this magazine in 1933, Al Zarse, and our two out-in-the-State friends, Ron Hansche of Oshkosh and Ted Nugent of Madison.

Looking back to last year’s report, we know that we have reached the clearing and according to the recognition which has come to us by mail and word of mouth, I must say that all effort, energy and hard work are gradually being rewarded by an increasing awareness of both the architects and the public of what the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT represents, what it has done for the profession in the past, and more importantly, what it can do in the future. To mind comes immediately the April 1967 issue, completely devoted to this year’s Honor Awards Program and the recipients of Honor and Merit Awards. This was the only comprehensive coverage for the winners of these coveted awards in the entire State. We are glad to report that our State leaders, Governor Warren P. Knowles, Lieutenant Governor Jack B. Olson, Representative Henry Reuss, Senator Gaylord Nelson and Mayor Henry W. Maier, acknowledge their interest in your magazine. Lieutenant Governor Olson in a hand-written letter puts it this way: “Thank you a great deal for sending me your outstanding publication — I enjoy every single issue.” We are glad to report that as a consequence of an editorial in the October 1966 issue of WISCONSIN ARCHITECT, this year’s Honor Award winners will be submitted for a Governor’s Award. Details for this were negotiated and worked out by John A. Knapp, chairman of the State A.I.A. Public Relations Com-
Sister Mary Remy Revor, SSND

First Wisconsinite to receive Institute Gold Craftsmanship Medal

by Margaret Fish

Photos by John Ahlhauser

Sister Mary Remy, SSND, head of the art department at Mount Mary College, at work in her studio - block printing a spring flower design on batiked silk. She will receive the National AIA 1967 Craftsmanship Medal for her unique textiles such as this during the national convention in New York City, May 14 to 18. Among her numerous honors are the Wisconsin Chapter of the AIA 1966 Award of Merit, the Wisconsin Designer-Craftsmen top award for general excellence, the American Craftsmen Council national merit award, the Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation award for textiles. She traveled in Europe during 1958 and had a summerlong study tour in Sweden during 1963, and was a great success there in person and through her exquisite and original designs and craftsmanship. The AIA award is "for distinguished creative design and execution where design and hand craftsmanship are inseparable."

Sister Mary Remy's reaction when she received word from the American Institute of Architects that she had been chosen to receive its 1967 Craftsmanship Medal for her printed textiles was to gently snort: "They're joking . . . They have to be . . . ."

Receiving medals and awards is not new to Sister Remy. She has a score of distinguished local, state, midwestern and national kudos tucked away in her curriculum vitae, including a 1966 Award of Merit from the Wisconsin Chapter of the AIA. Nor was her response to the news from New York untypical. Humorous self-deprecation is a habit with her. "See how easy . . . Nothing to it," she will murmur while swiftly handprinting elegant, eloquent designs over a length of fabric. She works with the happy ease of a true master, and this may be impressive to others but seems perfectly ordinary to herself.

Mainly, her reaction to the AIA announcement was evoked by the list which accompanied it, of 28 previous winners named since the medal was established in 1917, among them Dorothy Wright Liebes, for textiles; Harry Bertoia, for metal design; Anni Albers, for weaving; Charles Eames, for furniture; Paolo Soleri, for ceramics. "Imagine putting my name among theirs," she said, quite aghast.

Her straightforward philosophy of design is "to make beautiful fabrics more beautiful." Lately, she has been favoring silks to receive her designs because they take dyes so quickly and subtly, although she prints from time to time on other types of material - woolens, synthetics, linens, cottons.

Seldom does she find an inspirational color key in ready-dyed stuffs. Consequently, most materials are summarily dealt with in a dish pan set into the small old-fashioned sink of her favorite classroom. ("Our facilities demand ingenuity and tidiness," she reflected.) She dips and redips fabrics in cold-water aniline dyes until a hue is struck that prompts her to go on from there. Printing inks, too, are disciplined to her purposes. Whatever her magic with colors, they come up singing.

Batik (using removeable wax for dipping or brushing on), the brayer, the linoleum block, the silk screen are the means - all traditional - for her vivacious textures and designs. Besides the conventional tuche and cutting techniques in serigraphy, she sometimes turns to photographic processes for reproducing the
character of an existing form — a leaf, perhaps — on a silk screen. "She breaks every rule for getting a good image, but her results are marvelous," observed photographer John Ahlhauser who took pictures for this article. Off-set printing is another means she has accommodated to her hand purposes. She inks a leaf, rolls her brayer over it, and from there transfers the inky image onto a fabric. She may use a leaf directly for printing, inking and pressing it into a pattern.

The block is her favorite instrument for printing because its use is so flexible. After cutting her designs, she sets out the materials she will use and lets them "shout their own set of directions." She frequently uses parallel bars, loose squares or graceful medallions as basic organizational devices, but from thence she composes freely — wielding her printing instruments and intuitively combining colors to establish dynamic themes, repeating them, varying them, introducing minor details and rhythms. Everything is done with great freedom, and forms and colors unify quickly into breathtaking harmony. The results have such spontaneity that each time they are seen their effect is to provoke delightful surprise.

"I like to believe I teach source-ery and awareness to our students," she said, "so that they will see endless sources for patterns wherever they might find themselves." This is her own modus vivendi: wherever
the eye lights — whether out in nature, or in the classroom, or in the swimming pool, or while leafing through art or botany books — she finds stimuli for designs. Whatever her sources, under her hands they are transformed into joyous aesthetic statements alive with deeply personal and highly feminine feeling and sensibility.

Her textiles seem to spring into being, and although she creates them for use, many deserve to be possessed and preserved as precious objects d'art.
LEMON LEAVES/brayer print/olive green and lemon yellow on silk organza

GREEN LACE/batik and block print/green and muted gold on silk

LARGE LEAF/silk screen/bronze, olive, gold on linen

PERSIAN THEME/batik and block print/turquoise, royal blue, olive green on silk organza
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Building or remodeling?

Move up to Stainless Steel—
we’ve got the cost down!

Here’s the first truly cost-competitive stainless steel fenestration system—USS Ultimet Stainless Steel Wall Framing. There has never been a stainless steel system like it.

All USS Ultimet components are roll-formed—for precise part-to-part uniformity and fit, greater strength, lower cost fabrication, and faster, lower cost erection.

USS Ultimet framing is first-quality nickel-chrome stainless steel—in a new softline architectural finish. Includes narrow-stile doors and horizontally-pivoted sash. Meets NAAMM test requirements.

USS Ultimet flush-glazed components can be erected more simply and quickly than ever before possible with stainless steel fenestration. Most members just lock into place. No on-site cutting. No welding, no exposed fasteners.

And USS Ultimet components give the architect a completely integrated series of structurally efficient and easily fabricated and erected stainless steel shapes that lend themselves to a great variety of architectural expressions and applications.

If you want to use stainless steel fenestration in building or remodeling, don’t let cost worry you any longer. USS Ultimet Stainless Steel Wall Framing is available now, at a price you can afford.

For a copy of “USS Ultimet Stainless Steel Wall Framing,” write United States Steel, Room 4485, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. Or contact a USS Architectural Products Representative through your nearest USS Construction Marketing or Sales Office.® USS and Ultimet are trademarks.
North Central States Region
and Wisconsin Chapter, AIA,
Convention reviewed

by Robert L. Durham, FAIA,
First Vice President,
The American Institute of
Architects

There is little need for me to re­
view the Wisconsin Chapter-North
Central States Regional Conference
for those who were there. If you
were there, you came away, as I did,
with the feeling that it was a great
conference and proud of your pro­
fession. The program committee is
to be commended on the quality of
panelists which were brought to the
platform. If you were there, you
saw a live demonstration of “con­
tinuing education” in the new, and
even old, materials being discussed
by architects and our friends, the
sales representatives, in a spirit of
fellowship.

My greetings, therefore, are di­
rected to those who were not there
to urge that at the first
opportunity
you participate in the next confer­
tence. There is a growing f(»eling
among Institute leaders that re­
gional conferences are even more
important than the national conven­
tion. They involve more people,
they attack more specific problems,
they allow you to visit with your
own colleagues in a spirit of good
comradeship. Of course, this is one
of the principal reasons for the
existence of The American Institute
of Architects — fellowship of like­
minded people.

If you had been there, I am sure
you would have been impressed by
the quality of the honor awards. I
particularly noted that your officers
and committeemen are recognizing
the part played by the client and
contractor in order to stimulate
more interest in good design. From
my hotel window I could hear not
only the wrecker’s ball but see a
very busy piledriver crew starting a
new building. The North Central
States and Wisconsin will have per­
haps even more than their share of
the construction which we are told
will happen in the next thirty-five
years, and it is up to us to see that
it is of better quality than we now
see around us. At the same time I
could see what the new freeway is
doing to a fine city and it shouldn’t
happen to such a nice place.

On behalf of the Institute I con­
gratulate the architects of Wiscon­
sin on achieving a “go-ahead signal”
for a new architectural school. One
of the goals of the Institute is to
create new schools and to improve
existing colleges of architecture. It
is particularly fortunate that Dean
Robert Geddes’ Princeton Educa­
tional Research report is coming out
at this very time when you can use
it to such good advantage.

The unique quality of your con­
vention program was that the Insti­
tute’s concerns for many areas of
education were all tied together.
The program illustrated the prog­
ress that can be made on the chap­
ter level, on the Institute level
and by the architectural (educators.
Claude Stoller, of Berkeley, kept
the audience on its toes as he de­
scribed a new concept of internship
whereby students work in what
amounts to a clinic in a depressed
neighborhood. Here they actually
meet clients, handle jobs and work
under the direction of an advisory
committee of practitioners. The
committee analyzes each job to de­
terminewhether it is suitable for a
student project or whether it should
be referred to a practicing architect.
It is a development that all of us
will watch with keen interest. With
help from his chapter Mr. Stoller
developed a series of continuing
education courses for practitioners.

It occurs to me that in order to
emphasize the need for continuing
education the Institute must estab­
lish a national program and create
a master curriculum so that local
chapters can work with their own
schools of architecture in develop­
ing the most important subjects for
the reschooling of practitioners.
Ernest Messersmith outlined the
encouraging progress of the Phila­
delphia Chapter in creating a pro­
cedure for internship. As soon as
this can be tested, it will be dis­
seminated to all chapters for their
implementation. Clinton Ternstrom
of Los Angeles personally excited
the delegates by telling of the prog­
ress and proposals of the Task
Force on Technicians’ Training now
being tested in various parts of the
country.

I found it an exciting conference.
But perhaps the most memorable
part was the spirit of “gemuetlich­
keit.” This is a new word for a
“far westerner,” but the warm spirit
of good fellowship was genuine and
received with appreciation by all
present.
Office of the Mayor
CITY OF MILWAUKEE

Proclamation

WHEREAS: Milwaukee is honored to have been chosen as the site for the convention of the North Central States Region of the American Institute of Architects, to be hosted by the Wisconsin Chapter, AIA; and

WHEREAS, The role of the architect in the design of buildings is a vital element in the continued beautification of our city; and

WHEREAS, The role of the architect, working in close cooperation with the builder, the engineer and the planner, is vital to the creation of a more desirable urban environment; and

WHEREAS, The gathering together in conference of these architects represents an important step in the overall realization of the need for mutual education of both architect and community to the problems of urban environment and their solutions;

NOW, THEREFORE, I, HENRY W. MAIER, Mayor of Milwaukee, do hereby proclaim the period of April 2 - 8, 1967, to be ARCHITECTS WEEK in Milwaukee, and I call upon our citizens to familiarize themselves more thoroughly with the aims and objectives of the American Institute of Architects.

HENRY W. MAIER
Mayor
No time for "Business as usual"

The Honorable Henry W. Maier, Mayor of Milwaukee, took time out from his busy schedule to address the North Central States Region, A.I.A. Convention on April 5, 1967, at the Sheraton-Schroeder in Milwaukee. He left his audience impressed with his dedication and determination to energetically guide Milwaukee's future development.

As some of you already know, this week has officially been proclaimed Architects' Week here in Milwaukee. This conference represents an important step in the realization of the need for mutual education of both architects and the community to the problems of urban environment and to their solutions. There are other reasons, of course, why we feel architects deserve an official week of their own. If people would pay more recognition to the claim of the architects on our buildings they might become more concerned with urban design. Recently the editor of WISCONSIN ARCHITECT suggested that newspapers identify the architect when new buildings are under discussion. Certainly this would be one step for us giving credit or even blame where it is due. John Kenneth Galbraith once wrote that the first question someone should ask looking at a public building is: "Who designed it and not how much does it cost?" Quite frankly, I wish that's what people would ask. Unfortunately in a major central city, where resources fail to match needs because needs are concentrated in favorite items, the allocation of scarce resources is a constant problem. Nevertheless, there is a growing realization that public architecture can be good architecture. For instance, the City of Milwaukee's new Forest Home Library was selected for one of the year's Honor Awards by the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. Before I am chastised by the editor of the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT I hasten to add that the architects were Von Grossmann, Burroughs and Van Lanen of Milwaukee. In addition, as many of you know, the Department of Housing and Urban Development is encouraging better design with its own honor awards for public housing in urban renewal. However the role of the architect is not confined to the design of public buildings. Every building that goes up in the city either enhances or disgraces the city scape. And the ugly building is a sin against the city. Part of your public responsibility too is to educate more and more of our citizenry to appreciate the best. Many of you here have carried out another public responsibility in helping to gain a school of architecture for the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. I appreciate some of the hurdles that you faced in this fight, because as a State Senator I was in the forefront of the fight some years ago to bring the University to Milwaukee status. Now, out of this new school we hope to see more young people entering your profession. The men we need in the immense task of building our urban centers in the decades ahead. One of the important Federal tools that is proposed to do this job, of course, is the Model Cities Program, formerly described as Demonstration Cities Program until someone in Washington decided that maybe the word demonstration had a bad ring to it, and we had better call it the Model City Program. No program in recent years has offered so much promise or caused so much perplexity.

The promise is an opportunity to rebuild and reenergize vast areas of the city in a massive attack, areas of declining housing and declining hopes, and the promise is not only one of physical rebuilding but it is also one of social and economic rebuilding. The promise is an attack on a scale that is large enough to truly develop the underdeveloped areas within our cities. And the promise is a means to change the urban environment and the general welfare of people who are living in slums and neighborhoods containing populations, as i.e. in Milwaukee 80,000 people. A city almost the size of Madison. Now this is the promise; it is a great promise for the good of the city and the metropolitan area as a whole. The perplexity that enlists the problems is one of vital needs of bringing together the
many agencies which will necessarily have to work together to carry out the program, especially at the local level. And many of these agencies exist under autonomous, statutory authority. In Milwaukee’s case, the cooperation of literally dozens of unrelated public and private agencies will be required. And at this point I’m going to call on some of our channels of communication to cease and desist the communication to the local public of unfounded attacks upon the Mayor’s office as they start to arise or trying to explain to the public exactly what the variables are that are involved. We are no longer in the age of “do business as usual.” We are in the age of a gigantic urban problem and this is the age that does not require the help of the fellow who has the easy magic wand which hostile editors sometimes use against public figures as a means of editorializing the news or as they say in England “currying the cat in the pan.” What I am referring to here, this is the age in which public figures, such as your mayor (ref. to Mayor of Seattle) whom I know very well, — his enemies will be saying that he is dreaming up the obstacles of this massive program and as he tries to get it underway, everybody that has the magic wand will be waving it in his face. In the meantime he will be sitting amidst some 40 agencies that he will have to coordinate. We counted at least 20 here in Milwaukee. And he will have to do something that for the first time in the history of America brings together a group of autonomous, independent authorities into a massive attack. If this program accomplishes nothing else it will demonstrate how splintered are our functions in these matters of urban areas of these United States. And if the program is going to be successful it is going to be necessary to cut across the jurisdictional lines of the city, the county and several state divisions or departments and independent agencies such as the urban school directors and the board of vocational education to name but a few. My specific reference to this morning was in the morning paper, the Milwaukee Sentinel and the kind of reference it had. A successful program will require firm commitment of all of our local agencies to carry out their part of the program and it is going to take an overriding attitude of cooperation. Lip service isn't going to do. Token gestures will not be enough. And statements of principle are not going to be enough. There will have to be signed and sealed agreements. And in practice each agency will be required to accept the authority which the Federal Government has termed a City Demonstration Agency. Ladies and gentlemen, I described the situation, I talked about the situation, and if it is similar in your home state or your large city, they are going to apply for this gigantic program, and I am sure, if they are not going to apply immediately, they will apply in the future. The problem really is under this City Demonstration Agency, all those diverse services within a metropolitan area. This is the perplexity that enlists the problems. The Boston Redevelopment Authority acknowledges one of the finest directors in this country to complain to Washington officials that the model cities program is needlessly complex. — This is not from the Mayor of Milwaukee or your mayors — this is Boston’s outstanding, recog-
A welcome cup of coffee and delicious pastry made and donated by the members of W.A.L. are enjoyed at their hospitality suite.

Now that the 1967 Convention of the Wisconsin Chapter and the North Central States Region is history, it seems proper to again give credit to those responsible for another great Convention. We have received many compliments. Actually, almost all of the work is done by the Convention Committee and the gals in the Chapter Office. Even after the Convention, their work continues. The records must be brought up to date, the bills must be paid and much correspondence is required before their work is completed.

So — Thank you again Sheldon Segel and the Chapter Committee, Harry Wittwer and the Exhibitors Committee and to Jane Richards and Loretta Sood in the Chapter office for so much extra effort.

Work has already started on the 1968 Convention. After each Convention, we invite comments from the Exhibitors. These comments are being evaluated before a location is determined and definite plans are made for the next Convention. We must book the Convention about one year in advance because suitable sites are extremely scarce. Robert Torkelson is the 1968 Chairman and we believe that another successful Convention is on its way.

During the coming year, we hope to continue the progress of recent years with emphasis on communications with the members through a Chapter newsletter, the WISCONSIN ARCHITECT magazine and workshops. The success of the workshops will depend on work of the Committees and this should not only provide information to the members, but it should also increase membership participation in Chapter activities. These programs are just getting off the ground and we have reason to hope that they will succeed.

by John P. Jacoby
President-elect Robert L. Durham and his attentive audience at the Keynoter-Luncheon.

Beverly (Mrs. Sheldon) Segel, Chairman of W.A.I., activities at the convention; Robert L. Yarbro, Secretary-Treasurer, Wis. Chapter, A.I.A., and Mrs. John P. Jacoby.

"Gemuetlichkeitsabend," an evening of congeniality with entertainment by Carl Ratzer's German Band and the Donau-Schwaben Dance Group was appreciated by all.

Victor Gilbertson, Director, North Central States Region, The Honorable Henry W. Maier, Mayor of Milwaukee, and Robert L. Durham, President-elect, The American Institute of Architects, sharing what must have been a delicious joke.

David and Jane Richards, Allen Strang and Claude Stoller.
At the banquet this year, the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. recognized Architects, Owners and Contractors of Honor and Merit Award-Winning Projects with respective citations for “Distinguished Accomplishment in Architecture.”

Representatives receiving the Citation for the Forest Home Library: Mr. D. G. Beyer, General Contractor; Kenneth L. Lamers, Designer; Mrs. John W. Maxwell, Chairman, Board of Trustees; Messrs. Burroughs and Van Lanen, Architects, and Mr. Nolan Neds, Head of the branch libraries for the Milwaukee Public Library System.


Representatives of the Village of Fox Point: Messrs. Plank, Schweener and Blong with Charles Haeuser and William Losch of Losch & Haeuser, Architects for the Fox Point Recreation Pavilion.

Maynard W. Meyer, Architect of the Lad Lake School; Mrs. and Mr. Paul Starck of Math Starck & Sons, Contractors; Mrs. Maynard Meyer, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Buzard (Mr. Buzard is President of Lad Lake, Inc.) and Wallace R. Lee, Jr., of Maynard W. Meyer & Associates.

Representatives for Inland Steel Products Company: Mr. and Mrs. William P. Wenzler, Architect; Mr. and Mrs. Tom Ray of Inland Steel Co.; Mr. and Mrs. Greenebaum, President of Inland Steel Co., and Mrs. and Mr. Ralph Jansen, Contractor.

Wisconsin Architect/May, 1967
Kenton A. Peters, President of the Western Section and partner in the firm of Peters & Martinsons of Madison, is all smiles! — and well he should be! His firm was awarded a Merit Award for the Lake City Bank.

Gustavs M. Martinsons, his partner, seems equally pleased with it all.

Harold Spitznagel, F.A.I.A., Vice-President of the Institute, attended this year's North Central States Region, A.I.A. convention and if he was not busy attending meetings, seminars or other business, he was teasing his good friend, Mr. Durham.

Surprise, surprise! Nobody really expected four-legged bunnies. Mrs. Robert Nagy, Sylvester Stepnoski, Robert Nagy and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Py.

George A. D. Schuett (r.), President of the Southeast Section, leading the bucket band with his fellow musicians Larry Huffman and Doug Stadelman (center) this year at the Spancrete hospitality room.
Mrs. Harry L. Bradley’s Citation reads: “In recognition of significant contributions to the cultural life of Wisconsin citizens through Music, Art, Industry and Charity.”

David E. Link receiving his Citation from Toastmaster of the Honor Awards luncheon, Julius Sandstedt, F.A.I.A. It reads: “As the Editor of the Modern Living Section of the Milwaukee Sentinel he has expressed a great sensitivity toward the Art of Architecture and has, through his feature articles, done much to educate the public in development of an understanding of this profession.

An Award of Merit was presented to Mr. Frederick “Fritz” Carpenter, Stone Sculptor, for “attainment in Architectural Stone Sculpture and for dedication of many years of service to Architects in execution of this art.”

Jerald J. Rice, Attorney, was cited as follows: “In recognition of his work in connection with the Statute of Limitation, his work on the City Planning Commission and his tremendous interest in the Architectural Profession.”
After the delicious buffet food with delicacies such as Gelatine Spanferkel and Herring Salad besides the other assortments of German specialties, everyone was ready “das tanzbein zu schwingen.” (center) Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Segel.

Highlight of the Gemuetlichkeitsabend was the community singing of German songs for which each participant was provided the written German text. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rose and Mrs. Grellinger gave it their all!

John and Louise Riphahn, Marianne Freilinger, Eugene Leipold, Ingrid Regal and David Radbill enjoying the “Gemuetlichkeit.”

Athena watching over the General Membership Meeting. Vice-President, Lawrence E. Bray; President, John P. Jacoby; Director North Central States Region, Victor C. Gilbertson; Secretary-Treasurer, Robert L. Yarbro, and Mrs. Jane Richards, Executive Secretary, Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A.

Mr. Robert Benjamin Bush of the Cumins Engine Company, Columbus, Indiana, at the banquet.

Joe Lurie and Jane Horn welcoming guests at the Lurie Patek hospitality room.
Ninety-nine years ago the first students of architecture in the United States had just enrolled in the first American school of architecture. This fact impresses me when I consider that the thirty years in which I have been out of school are almost one-third of the entire history of our professional academic education. My architect-father started his career in a drafting school of a YMCA night session. My first boss started his career on a drafting board by drawing a double-hung window detail after first taking apart the window sash in the office in which he was working.

Today everything is vastly more complicated than it was 100 years ago. Whether architectural education is adequate to the critical needs of today and tomorrow is a question that has been heavy in the air for the past few years. It has become increasingly apparent that architectural education is in a state of turmoil. During this conference you will hear a first-hand report from Dean Robert Geddes on the progress of the AIA’s $100,000 Education Research Project at Princeton. There is a whole new generation of students learning that questions are more important than answers, that process is more important than product, that the architect is more than a form-giver, that architecture is more than a series of individual monuments. It has been said that little could be worse than a whole street lined with honor award projects. In any case what is happening in the schools of America today could well produce a revolution in the profession.

Many of us in the AIA have uneasy feelings about the future of the profession of architecture. We know that there will be architects but we are pretty certain that our clients will be different and will be demanding different services. Architects will be designing with different technology and with new kinds of projects. Their methods of practice will be changed. No experience makes me more uneasy in this age of the computer than to go into my own drafting room and find that the principal piece of machinery is an electric erasing machine. Recently I talked to an architect who had spent his cub craftsman’s days in the office of John Russell Pope in New York in the 1930’s. After being hired, he was not allowed in the drafting room until two tailor-made smocks manufactured at his expense had been delivered to the office.

The revolutionary changes that have occurred in the world and, more particularly, in our country since 1950, have been so many and so rapid that scientists and philosophers agree that we have reached one of the decisive turning points in the history of humanity. One scans the horizon of the two decades ahead and sees the almost inevitable collision of two great forces: the exploding population and the exploding technology. One of the results of that collision will almost certainly be a society in which some other ethic than the sanctity of
work will have to be found. How this will affect the profession of architecture is very difficult for me to see after spending most of my life working a double shift.

The direct result of our new exploding technology, and one not yet fully appreciated, is that since World War II, western society has passed the point where the technical problem of making and selling things is of fundamental importance. We now pretty well know how to produce metals, petroleum, power, food, etc., and we also know pretty well how they can be applied to man's benefit. We know we can increase production to any level desired by the application of investment in the means of production and we can increase the utility of products through research and development. We have reached in the country the beginnings of an economy of abundance whereas all of our institutions have been created to deal with the problems of a world in which there was never enough to go around.

Consider that within two decades from now when the students of architecture now in school will be the leading architects of the country, two per cent of the population may be able to produce all of the food and manufacture all the goods required by the other 98 per cent in the United States and that the use of leisure time will be our greatest problem.

The increase in the numbers of people will not only force us to a new technology but will raise new questions as to the quality and purpose of life upon this planet. In these questions and our attempts to find answers to them lie the real significance of population as one of the key forces of future changes.

Toynbee gets to the heart of the meaning of population explosion when he says, "The issue is indeed a moral and religious one in the sense that it raises the question, "Which is the true aim of man? Is it to populate the earth with a maximum number of human beings or is it to enable human beings to lead the best kind of life that the spiritual limitations of human nature allow?" Is it any wonder then that most professions, whether they admit it or not, are being forced by technology and the demands of society into a situation where they must adapt themselves or be left high and dry? This is true of lawyers and doctors and is equally true of architects.

A great deal of practical rethinking is going on in the AIA and yet it is far from clear whether any such animal as a "purebred architect" will survive or what people who call themselves architects will be doing twenty years hence. The architect is still an ideal daVinci among western mortals: artist, technologist, humanist, scientist, capitalist in business, and sociologist in deference to the public good. Look at almost any new building or project in America and see how many of these roles the architect has failed to fill.

Perhaps there are two principal criteria for professionals. First, to meet the definition of the term, they have to be dedicated to the service of their communities; second, they have to commit themselves to a process of continuing education to keep themselves informed on new developments in their field or even to invent new ones. Our profession has always met the first criterion admirably and has been backward in measuring up to the second.

The question facing architects today is a huge one: How can we use our skills to create order in urban society? Only by making a contribution to the political and economic and social problems as citizens as well as professionals can we provide physical order of any significance. "Design cannot be the frosting," according to Dr. Robert Weaver, "It must be an integral part of the whole process of planning for urban development."

In collecting my thoughts for being with you I thumbed through some old college yearbooks to run across such prosaic titles as "a tomb in the face of the cliff," "a monument to Julius Caesar," "a residence to be designed for architectural fragments," "a wall sundial," "an American academy in Rome," "a tool of a city planner in a rock cliff," and "a capital for Mussolini." Times have changed! Many of us believe, I think with good reason, that there should be substantial changes made in the present methods of curricula and scope of architectural training. We are appalled that so many students of good architectural and engineering schools have had no basic liberal education and can neither write nor express their ideas clearly. When I note the extent of the reading in paperback classics which my own children have been exposed to in a liberal arts education, I am appalled at my own lack of background.

We are concerned with the increasing lack of understanding between architects and engineers and other design disciplines. It is apparent that engineering schools are less interested now in engineering training pertaining to building and construction. They seem to place their emphasis on the theoretical and glamour areas of their profession. Thus, only a small percentage of students in these schools gravitate toward areas related to buildings or environmental design.

The architectural schools continue to place nearly all of their emphasis on the talented designer often to the exclusion of the many students whose motivation and interest in architectural building is great but who can never be top designers. Their participation in the team is essential if we are to produce all of the work forecast to be our responsibility.

There is much support for the view that the present team is too loose, too diverse in objectives, training and outlet to function with an optimum unity of purpose. In my own experience in an architectural office using consultants for all engineering services, we find it increasingly difficult to interest the engineer in our problems of design and aesthetics. We, in turn, probably do not fully understand the engineer's problems. We seem to speak a different language; yet, teamwork is absolutely essential.

The significant report prepared by the three-man Commission on Education in 1962 outlined the problems and suggested two approaches for further research and exploration. Both approaches recommended that the future architect must have a far broader background in the liberal arts—English, history, economics and sociology—if he is to assume the leadership of the design professions and a respected place in the community.
A first and obvious concept would be to maintain the present division of responsibility for educating architectural and urban designers in the schools of architecture and maintain structural, mechanical and electrical designers in the schools of engineering. However, it would be essential to modify the curricula so that each design discipline had a basic knowledge and understanding of the other disciplines. This training would culminate in the awarding of degrees as known today but each discipline would have a broad knowledge of the others.

The second concept is that the architect, or whatever we may call him, is responsible for all concepts of the design of buildings and the spaces between. Therefore, he must possess a thorough working knowledge of all the areas involved including architectural and urban design, civil design, structural design and mechanical and electrical design. At some period he would specialize in one or more of these disciplines in which he might be particularly proficient.

This approach suggests that all training should be in one school under one head; that all students interested in building would graduate with the same degree. Following an internship in specified offices they would take the same licensing examination enabling each to practice in the design of buildings. Further developed as it has been in one of our reports leading to our Princeton Project, this approach anticipates a single education, a single registration, a single practice and a single profession.

This brings up many fundamental problems.

(1) It is probably physically and mentally impossible for one man to sufficiently assimilate a basic knowledge of all design disciplines—architecture, planning, landscape architecture, engineering and have more than a smattering of each.

(2) It is also questionable that the same motivation exists in a student desiring to study and practice architecture and a student whose interest lies in engineering. Engineering is an applied science by definition. The realm of design introduces another dimension. Besides producing works that are convenient, efficient, economical and socially suitable, the designer can speak to man through his vision appealing to his sense of order and to his emotions as can literature, music and painting. In other words, architecture is still an art. It seems obvious that the disciplines required are too diverse to emerge from a common basic professional education.

(3) Even though students could and would specialize in the areas of their greatest interest and ability, those not desiring to specialize would still be permitted to practice what we now call architecture. This could result in the design of buildings; in other words, architecture, being carried out by a man half-trained in several different disciplines and well-trained in none.

(4) It would certainly discourage small office practice for offices would almost be forced into partnership or corporation which would include specialists in each of the disciplines.

There is a third approach to this problem which has been described as a system involving a six-year course in which all students interested in the environmental design disciplines would take approximately the same courses for three years. These would include such courses as design, analysis and appreciation, mathematics and the theories of related engineering disciplines. After this period when the motivation, proficiency and ability of the student could be better determined, he would specialize for the final three years in the field of his greatest interest and ability. He would then receive a degree in either architecture, urban planning, structural and mechanical engineering or in one of the other related fields. By this means each would be really competent in his own specialty but each would understand the problems and techniques of the other professions.

Fortunately, much progress has been made since this third approach was outlined. I am confident you will be impressed with the report you will hear today from the results of what your investment funds in the future of architectural education have produced.

This is an exciting age for architects or whatever they may be called twenty years from now. There is no doubt that we will have to stretch ourselves in every way. We must learn to immerse ourselves in the social, political and economic lives of our own communities. We will have to sharpen our skills and broaden our education. The architect as a designer of a single building for an individual patron will be an increasingly rare phenomenon although the professional behavior is still molded in this image. We have realized for some time that today's projects require a broadening team of experts and that no single professional, no single specialist, indeed, no single individual is capable of carrying out an entire project.

The right course, as most of us realize, lies in the very important changes now beginning in our architectural education. These changes will, no doubt, we are a student as broad and flexible a training as possibly with a wide awareness of the changes in the American society and of all that should go into the design of towns and cities for this society. We might hope that then will achieve the vision and means of turning a reality. If this sort of education leads to the down of professional labels, our professional society must be prepared to accept these changes. Name- matter little compared to the importance of trained experts who are capable of controlling the relations between men and their physically man-built environment.

To some the question may arise, "Are we equal to the challenge of this suddenly confronted new world?" Perhaps the answer to that was given back in 1835 by Alexis de Tocqueville who said Democracy and America—"They, the Americans, have all a lively faith in the perfect ability of they judge that the diffusion of knowledge must necessarily be advantageous and the consequences of ignorance fatal. They all consider society as a body in which nothing is or ought to be permanent and they admit that what appears to them today to be good, may be superseded by something better tomorrow. As our challenge for this conference, we can certainly hope that this will be the case in architectural educati
Technical education

By Clinton C. Ternstrom, AIA

Since this convention is devoted to education, the Architects of Wisconsin must share with me a disquieting concern, a lingering fear, that we are confronted with problems caused by a previous complacency and neglect in this most important area.

Despite the obvious manifestations of a changing world, the formal education of the architect has avoided corresponding transformation. The end product, today's practicing architect, is a near facsimile of earlier predecessors. Belatedly the professional schools are conscious of this fact. Almost all are in the process of re-examination. The purpose of the A.I.A.-sponsored program, The Princeton Study, is to assist in this evaluation and hopefully set guidelines or objectives for more meaningful curricula.

We cannot concentrate solely on this one facet of education. We have cried in the past by singular focus on educating the architect and not structuring an educational program for the entire profession.

We face new and exciting challenges in solving the environmental problems caused by urbanization and a complex social and political order. We recognize this as the Age of Technology. In architecture the promises of new technology are just beginning to be fulfilled. I am confident our profession will grow and expand and it must necessarily follow that we will need a small army of supporting personnel. It is estimated today that, on an average, for every professional a minimum of eight back-up technicians are required for successful performance. The eight technicians which you and I shall require will not come from the traditional sources. The old timer, the venerable draftsman, is a vanishing breed. The second source — architectural school graduates — will be insufficient in number and are not content with employment at a sub-professional level. Moreover, as a result of curricula change, tomorrow's graduate will be more professionally rounded but less technically skilled. In America today there are over seventy accredited Schools of Architecture. There are no accredited schools and no approved programs for Architectural Technology.

"Where and how will the Technicians needed in our profession be provided?" I shall try to answer at least in part, this question.

Under the determined leadership of President Nes. and the National Board of the A.I.A., committees on all aspects of Education were constituted in 1966. A special task force of four was assigned to the area of Technical Education. Our charge was "working directly with State organizations, local chapters and educational institutions. The Task Force will provide recommendations for development and implementation of appropriate curricula to provide competent, well qualified technical personnel and a framework for job specialization within the profession."

Our Committee has been working under severe restraints and limitations. There is no body of experience in this field to immediately draw upon—a change in chairman resulted in inevitable delay. A committee of three without staff support is inadequate. Survey and research techniques were immediately indicated but an adequate consultant was not available. These limitations have now been overcome, but despite them, in its first nine months, the following was accomplished:

1) Reviewed the program and experience of the R.I.B.A. Program for Technicians.
2) Assessed representative drafting and technical courses throughout the U.S.
3) Defined the proper role for the Architectural Technician.
4) Devised the criteria for education in architectural technology.
5) Approved and assisted the establishment of a pilot program at the North Carolina Technical Institute.
6) Presented recommendations to the Office of Health, Education and Welfare in connection with the formulation of an Architectural Technology program they are preparing.
7) Assigned the research phase of our work to Professor J. Herb Wheeler of Penn State who is responsible for the report on Emerging Techniques.

Let me report to you in greater detail on the important aforementioned points.
In Britain today technicians destined for employment in architects’, engineers’, builders’ and quantity survey offices are given a two year full-time basic course. After employment they continue in specialized study at night or during released time for an additional two years. The role of the British technician is recognized by a certificate gained through examination and affiliation with their own society affiliated with the R.I.B.A. The individual architect co-operates in this program and insures its success. Last January Richard Whitaker of the Octagon inspected the R.I.B.A. program at first-hand and was impressed. Our Committee intends to practice a little reverse lease-lend and profit from its experience.

Our assessment of existing drafting and technical programs in the U.S. was not as fruitful. With some special exceptions, these offerings are not only inadequate but harmful. The majority fall roughly into two categories:

1) Architectural drafting courses without complementary background in math, applied science, modern building techniques. No prerequisites are required for matriculation and average performance guarantees graduation. Few if any find meaningful employment in professional offices.

2) The second group is composed of Institutions which offer a diluted substitute for the first two years of orthodox offerings in the Schools of Architecture. A little design, drafting, history, etc. These institutions are guilty of a cruel hoax. Their courses are not transferable to most accredited schools. They do not prepare a student for either professional advancement or technical employment.

Most educators are unaware of our true technical needs. They believe a draftsman is a man equipped with only graphic skills. To correct this impression our Committee has defined the architectural technician as follows:

The architectural technician’s role in the profession is that of an individual engaged in a wide variety of support activities which require adequate and appropriate educational preparation. His ultimate position is that of a para-professional and, as such, is one of the ever increasing number of specialists who contribute to the accomplishment of the professions’ responsibility to society.

The support activities in which he is engaged occur to varying degrees in all areas of professional practice. His education does not qualify him for responsibility in design, but his understanding of these processes is essential to his effective contribution to the profession. Representative activities in which he is involved include preparation and checking of construction documents, general drafting, investigation and preparation of technical information, code analysis, materials investigation, data acquisition, cataloguing and retrieval, work scheduling, computer applications, cost estimating, construction supervision, specification preparation, shop drawing processing, change order preparation and general office operational tasks.

From this definition we can extrapolate some conclusions about his education. We believe it should meet two objectives:

1) To form the foundation for current support activities existent in the profession.
2) To form the framework for proficiency in emerging and future activities.

The first objective can be achieved by a core curriculum based on three criteria:

1) UNDERSTANDING:
   (a) of the architectural and design professions and other components of the building.
   (b) the design and production process in architecture.

2) KNOWLEDGE:
   (a) Basic mathematics and physical factors.
   (b) Applied building technology, building systems and construction.
   (c) Legal and practical standards affecting the building industry.

3) SKILLS
   (a) Acquisition of skills for verbal and graphic communications and technical drawing.

The pilot program instituted in North Carolina by the State Society of Architects generally meets these criteria. We hope to see similar programs being started or reconstituted along these guidelines.

The obvious vehicle for this Technicians Program is the two-year junior or community college. Nationwide there are more than 770 institutions. In 1966 their full-time enrollment exceeds half a million. They are progressive, flexible, and already oriented toward technical training for medicine, dentistry and various segments of business.

This two year program of study must be followed with intensive on-job training in co-operation with the
individual architect. Additional special instruction must also be offered at night schools or through seminars on released time under A.I.A. guidance or auspices.

I wish to re-emphasize that two years of education can only provide the foundation for performance. Candidly I believe that a four year full-time technical program is the ultimate answer.

The foregoing views and conclusions are not fully substantiated or approved. They will undoubtedly be refined and revised to some degree prior to the issuance of our first report in late summer.

Our Task Force would be remiss if it did not project our thinking into the future. We cannot disregard the changes confronting us. Currently our research is directed toward this end.

Do you agree with me that today's architect has broken out of a traditional mold? Through inclination, aptitudes, or necessity, architects have specialized. Some colleagues have gained special recognition on the basis of design, writing, technology, aesthetics and innovation.

Do you believe that the systems approach and synthesis together with computer applications will ultimately have great impact on architectural practice? Our Committee believes it will. Our research consultant concurs and we are attempting to identify the emerging architects, the range of their responsibilities and the resulting personnel support requirements.

This phase of our work is very incomplete and I must qualify the rest of my presentation. You may draw your own conclusions; I shall present no answers but perhaps raise some questions.

We believe that the profession, at least for our purposes, can be roughly grouped into ten categories as follows:

1) The Architect Generalist — who renders customary services in connection with all types of buildings.
2) The Architect-Planner — who is concerned with physical planning tasks in urban design and at other scales.
3) The Architect Analyst — who is a specialist in analysis, programming and recommendations for comprehensive projects and acts as a consultant to other architects, government and private clients.
5) The Architect-Design Integrator — A designer with highly developed talent and knowledge who exercises aesthetic and functional control in designing buildings. He may associate with others for production, technical and administrative services.
6) The Architect-Technologist — who is concerned with technological applications in the building industry and makes a special contribution in techniques, methods, materials and specifications. This category may embrace the present consultants in structural, mechanical, electrical, etc.
7) The Architect-Interior Designer — who is principal or consultant works entirely within the building frame on furniture, equipment, functional communications and other needs.
8) The Architect-Developer — who, as entrepreneur or executive, conceives and directs large developments such as new towns, industrial centers, recreational facilities.
9) The Architect-Theoretician — who is interested in the development of architecture through research, writing or teaching.
10) The Architect-Artist — who creates imagery and objects in all physical scales with emphasis on satisfying the aesthetic aspirations of the time.

Utilizing a very simple matrix for investigation we can ascertain from each of these classifications the following:

1) An outline of the architect's function or performance.
2) The amount and type of personnel to support performance.
3) A conclusion as to the educational origins of the architect as well as all supporting personnel.

The level of performance required has been arbitrarily divided into three groupings: 1) Specialist; 2) Professional; 3) Technological, named in the order of their responsibility and degree of education and training.

Your co-operation will ultimately be needed. The implementation and upgrading of courses throughout the nation can only be accomplished through strong advisory councils at the chapter and state level working intimately with the educators.

Your support can best be exercised by encouragement and acceptance of the Architectural Technician as a needed, worthy and dignified member of the profession.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT

The following is a summary of the report made by Sheldon Segel, Past President of Wisconsin Architects Foundation, at the Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin Chapter A.I.A. on April 6th:

The Foundation, after having spearheaded the promotion of architectural education in Wisconsin, relinquished to the Ad Hoc Committee the responsibility of correlating all previous efforts and carrying on to fulfillment and to complete establishment of the needed facility in the University of Wisconsin. The Foundation cooperated with the Ad Hoc Committee, two of its Directors being members, and also assumed the expenses of Harlan E. McClure FAIA (Dean of Architecture, Clemson University and Secretary, National Architectural Accrediting Board) who counseled and assisted.

With the School of Architecture becoming a reality, the Foundation's program of tuition differential assistance will have to be re-evaluated. The Foundation will undoubtedly feel an obligation to continue to assist the students currently receiving Tuition Grants. It will also give thought to applicants in particular need who must continue their advanced training out-of-state considering the protracted development of the University's program.

During the past year, the Foundation revised its Tuition Grant program to include only those Wisconsin students attending non-state-supported institutions. The Wisconsin Tuition Reimbursement Program, enacted in the fall of 1966, confines aid to Wisconsin students attending state-supported schools. The Foundation acquainted the non-state-supported architectural schools with the Wisconsin Tuition Program, and learned that 126 Wisconsin students had taken advantage of the opportunity.

In its policy of recognizing the arts, and as a public relations gesture for the Chapter, the Foundation presented citations to artists at the annual exhibition at the Madison Salon of Art, and the Annual Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors Exhibition at the Milwaukee Art Center. Selection was made by two Directors at each location.

As during past accomplishments and for the future program to aid architectural education within the State of Wisconsin, the Foundation has a continuing need for funds. It is logical to assume, particularly in view of the future, that the members of the Wisconsin Chapter should feel some obligation to participate, and it should be considered practical to encourage annual contributions ranging from $10 to $25.

Ralph H. Kloppenburg and Byron Bloomfield had been appointed by the Executive Committee of the Chapter for a second 3-year term. E. William Johnson had been appointed to replace Sheldon Segel who had served the maximum of two consecutive terms. At the next meeting of the Foundation, and as set forth in the By-Laws, the Directors will replace Donn Hougan who has resigned. (Completing the board of nine Directors are: William P. Wenzler, President; Allen J. Strang, Vice President; Harry Bogner, Secretary-Treasurer; Maynard W. Meyer and Julius Sandstedt.)

ART CITATION

As announced last month, a large oil landscape entitled “Highwayscape” by Robert Burkert brought to this artist, who is Associate Professor of Art at U.W.-Milwaukee, the Foundation's citation ($100) at the 53rd Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors Annual Exhibition at the Milwaukee Art Center. A photograph of the painting is reproduced here in too small a scale to appreciate its great size and magnificence with vivid greens predominating.

Mr. Burkert received his BS and MS Degrees at the University of Wisconsin, with subsequent study and travel in Mexico. Currently he is teaching drawing, painting and graphics at U.W.-M.

The list of his awards and other recognition both in Wisconsin and resulting from invitations to institutes, universities and galleries in other parts of the country, are too numerous to mention. It is of particular interest to note that much of his work has been purchased for United States Embassies and the Library of Congress; serigraphs by the latter.

Further in regard to “Highwayscape,” the Foundation’s judges (Segel and Bogner) were concerned in selecting a work of art that would adapt itself to an architectural situation. They were struck by their finding that Mr. Burkert’s painting changed its impression with various angles of viewing.
Keeping abreast with the latest educational advances at the North Central States Region, AIA, Convention.

Young Athena hovered above all speakers at the professional seminars. We could not escape her nor resist this temptation...
Claude Stoller, associate professor of architecture at the University of Berkeley and head of the Department of Continuing Education in the College of Environmental Design, briefly spoke about the general trend of "scientization" in architectural education that is happening in architectural schools all over this country. A kind of theoretical approach has been going on in other professions such as law and medicine for quite a while, and Professor Stoller especially compared the development of medicine since the turn of the century with the present trends in architectural education. He said: "The whole field of medicine has gone through this 'scientization.' About the turn of the century one did not speak about the science of medicine, one talked about the art of medicine. About that time other disciplines began to come into medicine, into the medical schools and people started to develop knowledge in specialized areas." He continued to point out that at the beginning of this process the predominant number of doctors were general practitioners while the predominant number of doctors today are specialists of one kind or another. He also pointed out that as a result of this "scientization," the development of specialized knowledge and the ready communication of that knowledge, it is now possible again for the physician to be a general practitioner — but a general practitioner on a very high level who has available to him all the scientific knowledge that has been developed.

Professor Stoller sees a parallel trend in architectural education today. Before going into the Continuing Education Program he volunteered an explanation as to the bad press Berkeley has been receiving. He sees the student activist movement and the unrest as a "question of relevance to the faculty." He described the residents of the Bay area as rather pleasure oriented, hardly concerned "with what goes on outside," while the students are very much concerned and thus reverse the old traditional concept of the University being an Ivory Tower. He believes that the students question the theoretical approach to teaching saying: "We know what is going on out there and what have these theoretical things you are telling us here on the campus to do with what is outside there." Describing his brief analysis as very "simplistic" Professor Stoller continued: "Having told you a little about Berkeley, at least I have set the stage. We have a College of Environmental Design which is a few years old. We have had an Architectural Department for many years. The College consists of four departments. By far the largest is the Architectural Department with over 1,000 students. We have a Department of Planning, a Department of Landscape Architecture and a Department of Design. When the college was started a master plan for development including continuing education and internship was prepared. About a year ago, as we were beginning to effectuate the plan, I was asked to start this program which I call Continuing Education in Environmental Design, a program for all four departments."

Professor Stoller set up an advisory committee with one member of each of the four departments. He wanted the program closely connected with the University and he wanted the program to make use of the faculty and facilities of the Department of Environmental Design which is very prestigious in the architectural and design community. Professor Stoller explained his philosophy and actions regarding continuing education thus: "The problem can be boiled down to the need for communication of knowledge and development of performance standards and language for such communication." As knowledge is traded among the disciplines on the campus, he believes, so does it have to be traded between the campus and the profession, a most important factor in the program. Another important consideration was the liaison between the advisory committee members and their respective professional associations. The committee prepared a questionnaire with the attempt to solicit from the professionals what they wanted from continued education. This questionnaire was mailed to approximately 2,000 architects. The goal of the questionnaire was to gain enough information to structure a program. Thirty-one areas were listed and the respondent was to list his interest in three columns marked "most interested, some interest and no interest." The overwhelming majority of people expressed interest in those forces that help the practical, realistic aspects of doing business in architecture. The integration of buildings and their mechanical systems was the subject title which received the highest number of the total response combined under the category "most and some interest." (The (Continued on page 73)
Ernest John Messersmith, Jr., AIA, Chairman of the Philadelphia Chapter, AIA Committee on Internship, reported on the progress his committee has made in the effort to establish and implement such a program. Here are some of the thoughts Mr. Messersmith presented:

I am here to speak about internship because we have presumably the beginnings of it in Philadelphia. Every program takes activity, action and work, and work is inspired generally as a reaction to something that needs doing. Internship needs doing, and we don’t find too much right about it. By way of introduction I would like to make a few remarks about the general subject of architecture and practical education as it pertains to the profession and particularly to the area of training a candidate for registration. Approaching the formation of a program requires study of the rather steady and undefined evolution of apprenticeship programs as they have been evolving through the years in the offices and ateliers all over the world. When this review is done one quickly produces the conclusion that architecture like everything else exists here and now, and also, like everything else, finds itself in the middle of the many popular problems sometimes referred to as explosions, technological explosion, population explosion, communication explosion and others. Because it finds itself in front of these things, it seems to us that it needs to evaluate from a current viewpoint and not from the study of past experience. A look around us tells us that architecture has been so much in the rear of the sister professions in coping with these problems. Why? Why is a profession that holds such a prestigious position not leading in training its new members in the field that prides itself at least in interpreting man’s needs, his development and even in establishing the character of his environment. The answer, of course, is that we are being led by the onslaught of activity that surrounds us and attaches itself to our industry; led by influences which, if not soon comprehended thoroughly, may prove to be the substantial block to the progress of the profession, as some think they already are. What are some of these problems? In the years following World War II the study of sociological studies, especially in urban centers, enjoyed a renaissance as a basis from which we try to evolve an architecture. Only today do we see some of this effort bear few results. But few even now understand the problem fully enough to produce effective results. Now there are political and economical forces that have subordinated sociological forces in terms of weight of attention given by practitioners. Political and economical influences are shaping us. We are not in control. Why? Because we are too busy learning even basic principles of the business.

Planners are attempting rather effective approaches encompassing vast geographical areas stretching the mind to comprehend and moreover letting in money lenders, real estate speculators, legislators and their attendant vocabularies, fairly flooding the already crowded curriculum of the practitioner and overwhelming the neophyte or intern as he embarks on that phase of his training supposedly designed to instruct him in the practical side of the business. With that as an introduction we come to the program as we have seen it, and we looked at it from a rather pragmatic bench. We simply ask, at the end of three years, when this man passes his licensing examination, how well equipped is he to begin practice the next day? The law, of course, says he is fully equipped. The only difference is really how well is he prepared. Well, we could start with the schools but that is not what internship is about. Schools, as you will find out undoubtedly tomorrow and have found out indeed yesterday with Clint Ternstrom’s talk, will be turning out in the future persons whose level of achievement are varied or will be differentiated. They may be called technicians or technologists, but some are still going to be called architects, or the architect generalist, I believe has been mentioned. And these will be the persons who bear the prime responsibility for accomplishing architecture. It will be these persons who will need proper internship from us, the right direction, a mature guidance, a realistic experience during these three years.

Now, the relationship with other educational endeavors certainly needs to be delineated before we understand internship and what it concerns itself with. We arrived at much the same conclusions as Clint did yesterday that the schools will be turning out people with varying levels of trainings. The ones we are concerned about in our program is the architect generalist as he proceeds through the path paralleling the other persons who hopefully will all wind up together in the continuing education programs once they pass through the years immediately following school. The internship program as we envision it is particularly important, in view of the fact, that the architect by virtue of his having still to maintain control over the full scope of things will become involved legally with the community, and therefore, probably will always continue to be required to be registered. In Pennsylvania there are the beginnings of a prequalification board whose purpose it is to review candidates for registration prior to their being (Continued on page 43)
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Ames, Carl Lloyd, 7242 W. Nash St., Milwaukee 53216
Bischoff, Theophil, 5453 N. Lake Dr., Milwaukee 53217
Bishop, Donald S., 7934 W. Fiesbrants Ave., Milwaukee 53222
Blake, Richard P., 211 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 53203
Bagner, Harry, 8801 W. National Ave., West Allis 53227
Brucker, John F., 4869 N. Elkhart Ave., Milwaukee 53217
Brust, John J., 1212 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 53233
Brust, Paul, 1212 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 53233
Burroughs, Charles W., 5455 W. Burleigh St., Milwaukee 53210
Chaconas, Achilles N., 4160 N. 78th St., Milwaukee 53222
Coffman, Michael B., 229 E. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 53202
Davis, Donald A., 5032 W. Calumet Rd., Milwaukee 53223
Drake, Douglas, 2011 E. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 53211
Dwyer, Raymond W., 10423 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 53233
Kloppenburg, Ralph H., 5855 N. Pt. Washington Rd., Milwaukee 53217
Kloppegun, Ralph H., 5856 N. Pt. Washington Rd., Milwaukee 53217
Klumb, Paul J., Jr., 757 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 53202
Knudson, Kenneth L., 54220 Highway G, Rt. 1, Dousman 53118
Knutsen, Lloyd B., 2636 N. 90th St., Wauwatosa 53226
Koerner, Bruce S., 1840 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee 53202
Kramer, William P., 611 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 53202
Kreishman, Andrew P., 900 N. 58th St., Milwaukee 53126
Kubala, Albin E., 6830 W. Villard Ave., Milwaukee 53218
Kurtz, Kenneth C., 8429 Kenyon Ave., Wauwatosa 53226
Kurtz, Roland C., 2003 W. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 53206
Lee, Wallace R., Jr., 797 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Leenhouts, Lillian S., 3332 N. Dousman, Milwaukee 53212
Leenhouts, Willis C., 3332 N. Dousman, Milwaukee 53212
Lefebvre, Gregory G., 3500 N. Sherman Blvd., Milwaukee 53216
Lehmam, David H., 5755 N. 97th St., Milwaukee 53225
Losch, William G., 3609 N. 6th St., Milwaukee 53218
Luedtke, Charles W., 8110 W. Evergreen Rd., Mequon 53092
McDonald, John Randal, 1001 Russet St., Racine
McDowell, Richard W. E., 7242 W. Nash St., Milwaukee 53216
Meyer, Thomas G., 13740 Robinwood St., Brookfield 53005
Meyer, Brian F., 1613 Noble Ave., Springfield, III. 62704
Miller, Maynard W., 797 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Miller, Jordan A., 777 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Monaco, Clinton, 11121 W. Oklahoma Ave., Milwaukee 53227
Monberg, Lawrence, 815-57th St., Kenosha 53140
Mooney, Terence R., 3609 N. 68th St., Milwaukee 53217
Mochon, Clinton, 4160 N. 78th St., Milwaukee 53222
Naccarato, Ruff R., 201 Sixth St., Racine 53403
Nishoff, Lester J., 2995 S. 99th St., West Allis 53227
Ollrogge, Harry A., 3527 W. Burleigh St., Milwaukee 53210
Osborne, Edward Y., 11559 Pinehurst Cir., Mequon 53092
Perrin, Richard W. E., 9825 W. Concordia Ave., Milwaukee 53222
Pfaff, Mark A., 7613 W. State St., Milwaukee 53222

Jennings, W. Robert, 201 Sixth St., Racine 53403
Johnson, Elmer A., 525 E. Wells St., Milwaukee 53202
Johnson, William, 525 E. Wells St., Milwaukee 53202
Jurenev, Gene G., 757 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 53202
Kemp, Robert W., 9235 W. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 53222
Kemp, Thomas L., 7218 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 53213
Kloppenburg, Ralph H., 5855 N. Pt. Washington Rd., Milwaukee 53217
Kloppegun, Ralph H., 5856 N. Pt. Washington Rd., Milwaukee 53217
Klumb, Paul J., Jr., 757 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 53202
Knudson, Kenneth L., 54220 Highway G, Rt. 1, Dousman 53118
Knutsen, Lloyd B., 2636 N. 90th St., Wauwatosa 53226
Koerner, Bruce S., 1840 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee 53202
Kramer, William P., 611 N. Broadway, Milwaukee 53202
Kreishman, Andrew P., 900 N. 58th St., Milwaukee 53126
Kubala, Albin E., 6830 W. Villard Ave., Milwaukee 53218
Kurtz, Kenneth C., 8429 Kenyon Ave., Wauwatosa 53226
Kurtz, Roland C., 2003 W. Capitol Dr., Milwaukee 53206
Lee, Wallace R., Jr., 797 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Leenhouts, Lillian S., 3332 N. Dousman, Milwaukee 53212
Leenhouts, Willis C., 3332 N. Dousman, Milwaukee 53212
Lefebvre, Gregory G., 3500 N. Sherman Blvd., Milwaukee 53216
Lehmam, David H., 5755 N. 97th St., Milwaukee 53225
Losch, William G., 3609 N. 6th St., Milwaukee 53218
Luedtke, Charles W., 8110 W. Evergreen Rd., Mequon 53092
McDonald, John Randal, 1001 Russet St., Racine
Messmer, John, 2741 N. Marylund Ave., Milwaukee 53211
Meuter, Thomas G., 13740 Robinwood St., Brookfield 53005
Meyer, Carl E., 1613 Noble Ave., Springfield, III. 62704
Meyer, Maynard W., 797 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Miller, Jordan A., 777 N. Jefferson St., Milwaukee 53202
Monaco, Clinton, 11121 W. Oklahoma Ave., Milwaukee 53227
Monberg, Lawrence, 815-57th St., Kenosha 53140
Mooney, Terence R., 3609 N. 68th St., Milwaukee 53217
Mochon, Clinton, 4160 N. 78th St., Milwaukee 53222
Naccarato, Ruff R., 201 Sixth St., Racine 53403
Nishoff, Lester J., 2995 S. 99th St., West Allis 53227
Ollrogge, Harry A., 3527 W. Burleigh St., Milwaukee 53210
Osborne, Edward Y., 11559 Pinehurst Cir., Mequon 53092
Perrin, Richard W. E., 9825 W. Concordia Ave., Milwaukee 53222
Pfaff, Mark A., 7613 W. State St., Milwaukee 53222
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otten, William</td>
<td>2007 N. 57th St., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53208</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otterson, Jon.</td>
<td>Jon, 3546 N. Dexter Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen, Howard L.</td>
<td>905 N. Lake Rd., Oconomowoc</td>
<td>53066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagel, Mary Ellen</td>
<td>129 N. 20th St., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pel, John C.</td>
<td>1321 N. Prentice Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pung, James P.</td>
<td>229 N. Hancock, Apt. 301, Colorado Springs</td>
<td>53093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rieber, Sandra</td>
<td>3018 N. Murray Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53211</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salkie, Noel M.</td>
<td>11070 W. Forest Home Ave., Hales Corners</td>
<td>53130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Donald K.</td>
<td>121 S. Pinckney Ave., Madison</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Richard H., 9496 N. Rivoli Bldg., Madison</td>
<td>53205</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stotz, Robert</td>
<td>920 Gaold St., Racine</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Edward</td>
<td>2616 N. Humboldt Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, Eugene C., 8640 Stickney Ave., Madison</td>
<td>53226</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seaberg, George, 1926 Buffalo Sl., Waukesha</td>
<td>53210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stras, Jerald R., 414 N. Baptlett Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53211</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strass, Robert N., 113 S. 3rd St., Fort Atkinson</td>
<td>53538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strassel, Joseph F., 1470 Rock Pl., Madison</td>
<td>53209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ule, William D., 2734 N. 74th St., Wauwatosa</td>
<td>53210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vega, Jose, 6708 W. Villard Ave., Milwaukee</td>
<td>53218</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilke, Edward A., 16750 Golf Parkway, Brookfield</td>
<td>53005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilhelm, George D., 17815 Royalcrest Dr., Brookfield</td>
<td>53005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkund, Richard J., 4243 Mohawk Dr., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkund, James E., 411 Rivoli Bldg., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilsby, Joseph J., 170 S. Third St., Fort Atkinson</td>
<td>53538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woehr, Charles A., 214 N. Hamilton St., Madison</td>
<td>53703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wosko, Karel, 7801 Green Twig Rd., Bethesda, Md.</td>
<td>20034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WESTERN SECTION — CORPORATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zitka, George O., Jr.</td>
<td>3225 N. Main, Racine</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WESTERN SECTION — ASSOCIATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasiak, John E., 6200 Mineral Point Rd., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doughtit, Jack B., 756 Odana Ln., Madison</td>
<td>53711</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yde, William E., 6825 Maywood Ave., Middleton</td>
<td>53562</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballgrave, Donald W., 113 S. Third St., Fort Atkinson</td>
<td>53538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottger, Robert A., 3481 Greenbriar Ct., La Crosse</td>
<td>53560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele, Fredrick R., 1585 Madison Rd., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Edward A., 85 W. Belton Rd., Monticello</td>
<td>53570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knez, Robert H., 1215 S. Pinckney St., Madison</td>
<td>53703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Gordon D., 2729 Mason St., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WESTERN SECTION — PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blassick, John E., 6200 Mineral Point Rd., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doughtit, Jack B., 756 Odana Ln., Madison</td>
<td>53711</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yde, William E., 6825 Maywood Ave., Middleton</td>
<td>53562</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballgrave, Donald W., 113 S. Third St., Fort Atkinson</td>
<td>53538</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottger, Robert A., 3481 Greenbriar Ct., La Crosse</td>
<td>53560</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steele, Fredrick R., 1585 Madison Rd., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, Edward A., 85 W. Belton Rd., Monticello</td>
<td>53570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knez, Robert H., 1215 S. Pinckney St., Madison</td>
<td>53703</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orr, Gordon D., 2729 Mason St., Madison</td>
<td>53705</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NORTHEAST SECTION — CORPORATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zitka, George O., Jr.</td>
<td>3225 N. Main, Racine</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NORTHEAST SECTION — ASSOCIATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zitka, George O., Jr.</td>
<td>3225 N. Main, Racine</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NORTHEAST SECTION — PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zitka, George O., Jr.</td>
<td>3225 N. Main, Racine</td>
<td>53202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
allowed to take the exam, to indeed find out, if they are quite ready and prepared, and if not, to be rejected and requested to get further training. The requirements for registration further form one of the basic premises for the documents, the coding program as we have it in Philadelphia. Now, parallel to this we have to determine what is the primary responsibility of an internship program or what describes this responsibility. First there is discipline and we leave it to the schools to continue to establish that. I personally feel that the schools will continue to allow the student to develop his discipline rather freely insofar as decision making processes are concerned and not to be intimidated by the more practical aspects at that time. So, we leave it to the schools to establish discipline.

Jumping across to the third phase — Evaluation — national and state agencies already exist. They will decide whether a person is qualified or not qualified to practice architecture. So, the second phase is exposure, and to my mind that sums up what internship is all about. It is assumed that a candidate has the capabilities having survived the discipline. Will he be able and anxious to absorb what he should? This time he should deserve that it is shown to him what there is to develop, so that he will have the opportunity to pick and choose the things that he feels he needs to make himself a more complete practitioner. So, the internship is the period of exposure. It is up to him to get it, up to another agency to determine if in fact he did get it. It is not up to the practitioner to teach him in the formal sense but simply to put the candidate into sufficient positions and attitudes that he will have the chance to see. So exposure becomes the program since there seems to be the need for the existence of this activity. Since exposure is needed, internship should be just that. At this point we began developing the documents which I will get to in a moment.

But a large area still remains which we wanted to approach just as carefully as what we have done up till now. In any program there is an entirely other aspect and that is implementation. It might not be as fascinating, but it is nevertheless critical. Without a proper and easy implementation no program will sustain itself for any length of time. Therefore, easy implementation was of primary consideration in what we have done. Three things were important. First of all back to the area of evaluation. There is a natural tendency to include evaluation in a program of this sort. The first reaction is to put some kind of a gauge on it; if someone is good, bad or otherwise. We felt that comparative values are really meaningless, because the agencies already exist to determine whether a person is qualified. Moreover, evaluation takes time and therefore we felt that it should not be included in the internship program. We decided that internship is essentially concerned with record-keeping, and we set up a basic, tentative program that the intern himself will be responsible for keeping all his records. The mentor or practitioner of the office will only be responsible for verifying that the intern has had the exposure that he claims he had. We estimate that this will take five minutes per six months, because the format is relatively simple. Concerning credits, we felt, that the charts and the documents that go with the program will be most easy to comprehend and provide a rather concise record of the candidate's training for not only his use but offices' use that may hire him during the three-year internship program from time to time. The records are so designed that they will help the intern to arrive at a broad range of exposure during the three-year period. (Mr. Messersmith presented slides of the documents, a double-folder holding instructions for the intern and for the office and a vocabulary pertaining to the charts that are responsible for keeping a record of the intern for this program.) A maximum of six months was set as the limit of the time a person can go without having been reviewed. Should the intern change offices before six months, he will be reviewed at that time. The mentor then will simply verify the documents and make a

statement of progress. We feel it is up to the intern to get breadth of exposure and that the charts of the documents will describe the breadth of exposure that he should have. If he does not get it in one office, it is up to him to find it elsewhere. It is not up to the office to compromise its efficiency to just accommodate the intern. The reasons that the documents do not reflect more of the sophisticated aspects of the future training is due to the fact that we felt that implementation was the first order of business. We wanted to develop a simple format with familiar content for two reasons. Firstly, the prequalification board that is involved can easily scan for weaker areas of exposure the candidate has had. Secondly, an office can scan quickly to discern areas to move the candidate about. Thirdly, the intern can decide how to request future work. The content of the documents is the area that we will be involved in in the future. The present content contains all the material that is familiar. Depending upon feedback from the program, areas such as specification writing, architect-engineer agreement, etc., may be made mandatory for the intern before registration. The areas now unfamiliar such as attendance at program meetings of any number of agencies, state, local and with clients certainly needs attention. One aspect of interning which is constantly questioned is that of the worth of the intern during this period. The National Committee studying internship is exploring this aspect, and we are beginning to look at it in as much as it is certainly to be questioned. Some are thinking of forming a reserve pool to which the intern contributes upon registration which helps sustain succeeding interns by providing a fund from which offices may draw. We feel that such a program might become cumbersome. A more likely probability would be assigning a wage factor. This is the program as far as we have taken it during a period of six months. I regret to say that we are just beginning to contact offices to start the program, so we have no feedback or results to give to you.
1. Continuing analysis of all the information gathered by the Project from the schools, the profession, students and consultants indicates that there are five major problem areas in the training of environmental designers. The programs and recommendations developed by the Project will be directly responsive to these problems:

a. Continuity. An understanding of the nature of environmental design should be a part of general education for all students at the high school and college level. When this is achieved it will prompt a larger number of well qualified and informed young people to choose careers in the field of environmental design. The education of an environmental designer should provide for graduated levels of achievement so that the field will be supplied with people who can perform well at different levels of professional responsibility. Opportunities for continuing education should be available throughout the career of anyone who enters the field. Professional advancement and enhanced competence should always be possible for those who demonstrate a potential for continued growth.

b. Scope. The environmental design team must improve its ability to solve a wider range of problems than have been traditionally dealt with in the academic programs in architecture, engineering, landscape architecture, planning, interior design, and industrial design. Many schools which teach these disciplines are currently struggling to find ways to increase the breadth of understanding of environmental problems over a wide range of scales, from the design of the industrial product to the planning of regional development, without losing the depth of understanding necessary for competent performance in practice. A number of new approaches to a balance between breadth of understanding and depth of skill must be tried and evaluated in order to evolve the most effective kinds of programs to reach this difficult goal. Most of the new approaches suggested involve efforts to bring a wider range of disciplines into the teaching process and to offer a number of options for concentration in a specialized area as an integral part of the educational program.

c. Method. Many schools are searching for ways to deal with an increased scope for environmental design without adding excessively to the length of time spent in academic training. The traditional pattern of studio teaching based essentially on an apprenticeship model and the emulation of a master can not easily be adapted to the need for a broader range of competence. More clearly defined disciplinary tools, concepts, procedures and ways of handling information must be developed if people are to be trained for a comprehensive environmental design task. In other fields, the evolution of more powerful disciplinary tools has been one of the research activities of the faculty, staff and research assistants. The increasing interest in this kind of research effort for environmental design must be given encouragement and direction.

d. Reality. Most schools are deeply concerned with the potential of their programs for the preparation of people who will be able to deal with the problems they meet in practice upon graduation without the frustration or cynicism so often encountered by young and idealistic men and women. At the same time these academic training programs must equip the graduate with the flexibility of mind needed to deal effectively with the accelerating changes taking place in the field of environmental design. And these programs should not fail to provide the student with a clear vision of a better future for our physical environment toward which his career in practice may be directed.

Virtually every school would subscribe to these three ideals: competence to deal effectively with today’s problems, flexibility to meet the challenge of change and a vision of the future to work toward. However it has been the practical difficulty of keeping these three goals in balance that has been the source of the greatest dissatisfaction and frustration among the educators themselves, the practicing architect who employs recent graduates and the students.

New combinations of teaching methods and organized internship must be tested and evaluated in order to achieve a more satisfactory balance among these three goals. A conscious effort will have to be made to inte
The crystallization of educational objectives in specific areas of education. To date, six of the nine schools have accepted these grants and have begun their work.

a. Washington University, St. Louis, $2,500.00. To support the study of Education for Architectural Technology. A conference supported by a grant from Project funds was held under the sponsorship of Dean Joseph Passonneau of Washington University in St. Louis on April 4 and 5, 1966. Twelve papers were given by Charles Leven, John Eberhard, Roger Montgomery, Bruce Graham, Robert Newman, Tyge Arnfred, Robertson Ward, Horst Rittel, Ronald Walter, Bernard Spring, Neal Mitchell and Lord Richard Lilywelyn-Davies. All of the papers will be reproduced. They form an excellent foundation for the development of recommendations concerning technical education in schools of architecture. The papers that are already available are being analyzed. Statements of educational policy and of specific objectives are being extracted and classified.

b. Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Va., $2,500.00. To prepare detailed descriptions of educational objectives, teaching methods and courses for an introductory two year sequence for students of architecture. It is intended that the introductory sequence being studied should cover the full range of architectural activities in a basic way so that at the end of the first two years the student will have an overview of all aspects of professional life. This will allow the subsequent full development of specialization in technologies, urban design, research, etc., as part of the course in architecture. Special attention will be paid to the development of teaching methods that will make it possible to work with large numbers of students and a higher than usual student-teacher ratio. At the same time, procedures for the introduction of the work to other disciplines (engineering and social sciences) in the design process will be proposed. The study will be prepared by Dean Charles Burchard and Olivio Ferrari.

c. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Okla., $1,500.00. To support the studies of Dr. Thomas S. Dean, a member of the faculty. Dr. Dean will write detailed specifications for a new sequence of courses that will integrate the teaching of structures, building construction and environmental technology. This sequence will include a core curriculum for all students as well as advanced options in structures and environmental control. Dr. Dean has already submitted an interim report on his work which includes a general outline of the proposed sequences of study.

d. The University of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky., $1,000.00. To support the study of a curriculum in environmental design by civil engineering and architecture. This will be a joint effort to establish objectives and curricula for a comprehensive task.

e. The University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M., $1,000.00. To support the work of Architecture Department Chairman Thomas R. Vreeland, Jr. Mr. Vreeland will develop a set of educational objectives that specify the architect's function as a specialist in the manipulation of three dimensional form as related to its symbolic and semantic content. The study is aimed at a clear definition of both objectives and teaching methods for the development of the student's abil-
ity to create meaningful architectural form on a sound, objective basis.

f. The University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, $1,250.00. To support the work of Murray Milne at Oregon and Charles Rusch of the Department of Architecture at the University of California at Berkeley. Milne and Rusch will analyze an experimental program conducted at their two schools during the past year. This program involved the use (by a design class at each school) of the rigorous method of programming and problem solving developed by Christopher Alexander.

A report of the results of this experiment with a new approach to teaching design is being prepared. It will include an analysis of the objectives of the method and the strengths and shortcomings of the method that were revealed by its use.

g. The University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va., $250.00. To support the work of a committee of three faculty members who are working on the definition of the use of research in architecture. Their work will lead to a set of operational objectives and teaching methods that can be used to prepare students for participation in constructive research activity.

h. Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass., $2,500.00. This grant is proposed as partial support for a major working conference at MIT. The purpose of the conference is to bring together noted men in the physical and social sciences who have made important contributions toward a definition of the changes that can be expected in our society over the next 20 or 30 years. These men will be asked to help architects to define the kinds of environmental planning tasks they may be called upon to perform in the future. Discussions between participants in other disciplines and architects at this conference are planned in a way that will help define educational objectives for the schools today. It is expected that this grant will be made when satisfactory conference plans are completed.

i. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, (amount of grant under negotiation.) This grant is intended to support a pilot study by Dean Burnham Kelly and members of his staff to lay the groundwork for a large scale study of graduate education leading to specialization. Dean Kelly has asked the National Science Foundation for a grant to support an extensive effort to encourage the institution of new kinds of graduate study designed to train specialists who would be able to give valuable support to the practitioner. The pilot study grant is proposed to fund work on a preliminary statement of the objectives and methods of such new curricula. It is not known at this time whether or not Dean Kelly plans to accept this grant. Further discussion is planned.

5. A day-long working conference with 20 leading practicing architects was held in Chicago on June 3. All participants answered a special questionnaire prepared for the conference. (This questionnaire was reviewed and revised by the special sub-committee of the AIA Committee on Education which met at Princeton a few days before the Chicago gathering.) An analysis of the responses by the staff gives a rather clear picture of the changes in academic training and apprenticeship that this group of practitioners would like to see. There was great emphasis on the need for more intensive training and specialization in areas of practice beyond what is commonly called conceptual design. In a round table discussion each participant gave his views of the most significant issues that should be considered in planning curriculum change. This discussion was recorded and is being analyzed.

6. The charting of 113 curricula (both existing and proposed) from 79 schools which offer programs in architecture and environmental design has now been completed. In addition a series of analytical graphs which summarize the amount of time devoted to various areas of study in these 113 curricula are now being prepared, along with the charts, for binding and distribution.

Of the 79 schools, some 64 (81%) are planning or have instituted significant changes in their curriculum. Of these, there are 36 schools which have new programs in effect or approved, 10 schools with detailed proposals that have not yet been approved, and 18 schools still in the process of working out revised or new curricula.

7. Meetings have been held with government officials, including Francis Keppel, then U.S. Commissioner of Education, in Washington on April 6, 1966. Mr. Keppel showed great interest in the work of the program and suggested that we speak with several men who have had considerable experience with curriculum change in other fields and who might offer valuable advice on future plans.

On July 3, 1966 a meeting was held with Dr. Ralph Tyler, Director of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences and the recognized leader in curriculum research. Dr. Tyler confirmed the statements of operational educational objectives and a method of evaluation. He described the progress being made by the use of this approach in medical education. He was able to refer us to people in other fields who have been working as long as ten years with methods similar to those of the AIA Education Research Project. From the point of view of his experience in efforts similar to those of the AIA Project, Dr. Tyler indicated that he thought this Project was making excellent progress. During the meeting he also contributed numerous practical suggestions on details of research procedure.

Appointments are being arranged with Dr. Louis Bright, Assistant U.S. Commissioner of Education, and David Bushnell, Division of Adult and Vocational Research, U.S. Office of Education.

8. Transcripts of the taped statements of representatives of 70 schools at the regional meetings held in January are about 80% complete. As these transcripts are completed they have been returned to the participants for corrections and editing. This is a relatively slow process. As soon as it can be completed, these statements will be reproduced and distributed to all schools. This set of statements will constitute a comprehensive, up to date review of the policies and future plans of almost every school concerned with architectural education.

9. Tapes or reports of discussions by groups of students at 11 schools of architecture have been received. In this pilot study of student attitudes a clear picture has (Continued on page 53)
Exhibitors gallery

It was plainly evident that architects, exhibitors and guests alike enjoyed this year's North Central States Region, A.I.A. Convention during the first week of April. Many representatives of national and local building products companies displayed the largest and most professional looking displays in the history of the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A. conventions. There were 111 exhibits this year compared to 74 or less in the past years, according to Harry Wittwer of Kawneer Company, who was chairman of the Exhibitors Committee for this year's convention.

He reports: "The array of prizes for attendance was outstanding. Among other gifts, a colored TV set was given away each day. We enjoyed a 'walking luncheon' and an 'eye-opener' party to round out the exhibitors contribution to the convention. We want to thank the W.A.L. girls for their hospitality extended us in serving coffee and rolls which were enjoyed and appreciated by everyone. We want to thank and express our appreciation to Mrs. Jane Richards, Executive Secretary of the Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A., and Sheldon Segel, A.I.A., Chairman of the convention, for their wonderful help and cooperation in making this convention a success."

All photo identifications read left to right.
Award winning display booths

Best Block Company's display was selected for an award this year.

Northwestern Elevator Co. won this award for the second consecutive year.

Conrad Pickel Studio, Inc., booth with its proud owner, Conrad Pickel.

Rohm and Haas award-winning booth with (l. to r.) Rich Walls, Bill Osenga, Bob Hauser and John Enright.

Bill Smeaton being turned on by Bobbie Johnson in the Concrete Research, Inc., booth.

John Steinman, A.I.A., and Frank Olsen discussing the interesting heads in the Badger Concrete Co. booth.


Larry Bray, Vice-President, Wisconsin Chapter, A.I.A., and Mrs. Bray with Richard Hansen at the Wisconsin Precast Prestressed Concrete Association booth.

Harry Bogner, A.I.A., to Kurt Aleithe, “Who made a crack about the gas lites?”

Robert Craig, Don Olsen and Herman Bollig at the Craig/Modernfold booth.
Lucky John Marcouiller with Jane Horn and Ken Seaman at the Lurie-Patek booth.

Tom Parker and Jack Zurick at the Darlington Brick and Material Service booth.

Tom Rosenberg and Frederick Schweitzer, A.I.A., looking at literature in the Northwestern Elevator Co., Inc., booth.


Jack Schmitz displaying to Ted Koenigs and Carl Schutze at Precision Metals, Inc., booth.

Marshal P. Wake, Don Woodrow getting some good advice from Larry Huffman in the Super Sky booth.
James Ross, Roger McMullin, A.I.A., and Harry Rieman, advertising and sales promotion manager of Mautz, at the Mautz Paint booth.

Walter Fischer, Art Anderson and A. T. Krueger in the Milwaukee Area Bureau for Lathing and Plastering booth.

Ray Stickler enjoying the company of Gary Zimmerman, A.I.A., and Jose Vega in the Stickler and Downs, Inc., booth.

Ray Stickler enjoying the company of Gary Zimmerman, A.I.A., and Jose Vega in the Stickler and Downs, Inc., booth.

Harry Golder being shown the merchandise by Ken Lamster while Vic Zimmerman looks on at Ver Halen, Inc., booth.


Bob Estes, public relations director of Portland Cement Association, enjoying the company of Bev Segel in the FCA booth.

Dan Bagley, Clark Shannon and Art Shannon looking at the spec sheet at the Shannon Floor Company booth.
Jack Curtis, sales manager, Elmer Lainey and Mike Nelson in the T. C. Esser Company booth.

Roger Vesperman and Harvey Heckman looking at power info from J. H. Wanska in Wisconsin Electric Power Co. booth.

Mrs. Barbara Mattheis and Norton Biersach listening to George Mattheis in the Biersach Niedermeyer booth.

Duane Gehring and Bob Morrison talking to Warren Berentson at the Zonolite booth.

Ed Waddell and Dorothy Rice, Lawrence Rice and Donald Patch listening to Dick Hagen at Duwe booth.

emerged of the vastly different ideas of the nature of the profession held by students at various schools. An analysis of the content of these tapes is now under way. It is expected that the findings will help clarify objectives for teaching the nature of the profession.

10. A study has been made of the recent experiences and future developments of professional education for the building industry and the organization of the environmental design field in England. Visits were made to departments of architecture, engineering, town planning, industrial design, industrial technology, and building science in a cross section of English schools, including the Bartlett School of the University of London, the Architectural Association, Cambridge University, Manchester University, Sheffield University, Liverpool University and the Royal College of Arts. Conferences were held with the RIBA offices and the Tavistock Institute concerning the Noel Hall Report on Joint Training, 1964, the Elizabeth Layton Report on Practical Training, 1962, and the reports of the Tavistock group on communications in the Building Industry, 1965. Conferences were held with a number of faculty and research staff who were involved in the development of systematic methods in design, and systematic methods in teaching; especially those who delivered papers or worked on the “Conference on Design Methods,” London, 1962, and the recent “Conference of British Educators in Architecture,” held at Ulm, Germany, April, 1966, sponsored by the Department of Education and Science.
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BNCO
Metal Toilet Partitions

Delivery from Stock
CONTINENTAL COLUMBUS CORP.
a subsidiary of Biersach & Niedermeyer Co.
1937 N. Hubbard St.       Milwaukee 53212
Phone 374-4000

- STRUCTURAL WOOD
- LAMINATED WOOD
- SPECIAL LAMINATED
  ARCHES, BEAMS, TRusses

Erected and Installed
by
WOOD/LAM INCORPORATED
Pewaukee, Wisconsin
Phone 691-2000

Thank you all for your
hospitality at your AIA
Convention. We enjoyed
meeting you and talking with
you about our fine products.

split-rock
PRODUCTS COMPANY

The originator of quality
split concrete brick and pro­
ducer of the finest in engi­
neered pre-cast concrete wall
panels and special shapes.

13160 West Burleigh St. • Brookfield, Wis.
Phone (414) 781-4330
Since 1921 . . .

SPECIALISTS IN SPORTS FLOORS

Call or write us for the latest information on our complete line of Gym Floor Systems, Tennis Courts, Running Tracks.

Featuring the Powerlock Line of Gym and Stage Floors and the amazing new synthetic Uni-Turf, Neo-Turf and Poly-Turf for multipurpose use — indoors or outdoors.

Shannon Floor Co., Inc.
5318 W. Bluemound Rd. • Milwaukee, Wis. • Phone 258-1500
Here are some facts about ELECTRIC HEAT

Here are some of the reasons why modern electric heat is gaining such popularity — not only in the home but in such commercial installations as offices, motels, churches, schools, service stations, etc.

CLEAN — As clean as sunshine itself.

FAST — Units heat up almost instantly.

QUIET — As quiet as your electric range or water heater.

CONTROL — With individual thermostats, heat in any amount is available in any area.

CONVENIENT — Nothing to light or adjust. No fuel to order or store.

COMFORTABLE — Doesn’t dry out indoor air.

EASY MAINTENANCE — No moving parts — nothing to wear out or get out of order.

WISCONSIN electric power COMPANY

New Medical Clinic — Menominee Falls

This new and modern building is comfort-conditioned all through the year by electricity — electric heat in the winter, air-conditioning in the summer. Outdoor lighting includes infra-red lamps to keep entry clear of snow, and dry in bad weather.

J. W. PETERS & SONS, INC.

McHenry and Market Streets — Burlington, Wisconsin 53105
Phone 763-2401

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECAST AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

An imaginative and unique use of form designed for prestressed concrete double tee floor and root members. This precast bell tower is forty feet high and was made in a double-tee form 24 inches deep and 8 feet high with the flange being 6 inches thick. The sandblasted concrete is made with white cement and our natural aggregates.

Job: Saint Peter’s Episcopal Church, 7929 W. Lincoln Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Archt.: Losch and Haeser, Architects
Milwaukee, Wis.

Contr.: Wiggins Construction Co.
Brookfield, Wis.

Precast Concrete: J. W. Peters & Sons, Inc.
Fabricator: Burlington, Wis.
**NEW**
from Summitville Tiles . . .
Extruded Contour
 Quarry Tile

Available in four shapes and two
floor finishes

Manufactured in 6 Natural Earth unglazed
colors. These four shapes plus Colonial
(4" x 8" x ½") and English (6" x 6" x
½") are also available in 5 antique glaze
colors.

Also manufactured in unglazed contourettes
(miniature contours) as shown at your recent
AIA convention.

Rollin B. Child, Inc.
P.O. Box 391
Area 612 — 938-2785
Hopkins, Minn.

Sales Representative and
Exclusive Distributor
Summitville Tiles, Inc.
Minn., N.D., S.D., Wis.

---

**WISCONSIN**
suggests four ways to avoid disappointment
when ordering pipe . . .

1. **BE SURE YOU GET STRAIGHT PIPE.** WISCONSIN pipe
   moves from railway car to storage warehouse by electric crane.
   No rough handling. **OUR PIPE IS STRAIGHT.**

2. **BE SURE YOU GET CLEAN PIPE.** WISCONSIN pipe is
   stored indoors, out of the weather. No rust. No dirt. **OUR PIPE
   IS CLEAN.**

3. **BE SURE THREADS AND COUPLINGS ARE UNDAMAGED.**
   WISCONSIN’S electrically controlled stockpiling of entire bundles
   for quick delivery assures proper handling. **OUR PIPE ARRIVES
   UNDAMAGED.**

4. **BE SURE YOUR SUPPLIER IS THE BEST.** WISCONSIN’S
   reputation for quality product, extensive stock, and speedier serv­
   ice rates us No. 1 in Wisconsin.

---

**MAGNETIC CRANE STOCKPILING**

No other warehousing service
equals Wisconsin’s indoor
unloading and storage. Automatic
selecting and sorting means
efficiencies that save time AND
money for you!

---

**NOT A BEND IN A CARLOAD — FIND OUT WHY!**

Wisconsin Plumbing & Heating Supply Co., Inc.  "M"
Headquarters: 822 South 2nd Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Please have your representative call on me. I want to know
more about WISCONSIN service.

Name: ____________________________

Address: __________________________

Wisconsin’s Foremost Supplier to the Plumbing and Heating Trade
UNILINE

It’s all your design and we build it. That’s right, custom built exactly to your specification: in tough, abuse resistant high pressure laminates and other plastics. And with our modern production methods, at a cost equal to and often less than conventional millwork. Let us show you AN ORIGINAL CONCEPT IN INSTITUTIONAL FURNITURE.

Movable and interchangeable interior partitions with light, bright, decorator colors and woods in VIDENE by Good-year. Dimensionally stable, never needs refinishing, and unaffected by humidity. Let us show you our unlimited design features.

R. L. KIRKPATRICK & ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. BOX 383, MENOMONEE FALLS, WISCONSIN
PHONE 251-7750

Quality Products Plus Expert Craftsmanship
Equals Satisfied Customers

Airtex Radiant Acoustical Ceilings
for Heating, Cooling and Sound Control

Celo-Flow Acoustical Ceilings
for Air Distribution and Sound Control

Celotex Acoustical and Acousti-Lum Ceilings
for Sound Control and Illumination

Weldwood Wood Partitions
in Several Woods and Finishes

Curtis Metal Partitions
in Steel and Aluminum

Movable and Demountable Partition Systems
using Various Components and Panels

Floating Floor Systems
for Raised-Access and Data Floors

Pella Wood Awning, Wood Casement and Double Hung Windows
for Residential and Commercial Buildings

Pella Wood Panel Walls
for Commercial and Institutional Walls

Pella Wood Sliding Glass Doors
for Weathertight Installations

Pella Wood Folding Doors and Partitions
for Flexible Space Dividers

Baker Steel Scaffolds
for Off-the-Floor Work

CONTRACTORS • DISTRIBUTORS OF BUILDING PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 2980, 4700 NORTH 124th STREET, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53218, PHONE 463-7700

VER HALEN, INC.
EST. 1911
If you saw our exhibit at the Annual Convention, Wisconsin AIA, you know why VPI
Solid vinyl tile is first choice of many leading architects.

- Longer wear
- Better appearance
- Less Maintenance
- Micro-squared edges
- Fast delivery from our factory.

If you missed our exhibit, write for our new sample kit. Yours for the asking.

One of the nation's pioneer producers of prestige solid vinyl flooring

VINYL PLASTICS INC
1825 Erie Avenue
SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN
MAUTZ is your kind of paint!

Quality. Full line. Competitively priced. Made right here in Wisconsin by a AAA-1 rated company that stands solidly behind every product. Mautz goes all the way to help in your planning, too. Expert factory representatives are head-quartered in seven key Wisconsin cities. And a wealth of color chips, charts, product data, case histories and testimonials are yours for the asking.

Write MAUTZ PAINT AND VARNISH COMPANY, P.O. Box 564, Madison, Wisconsin 53701, or dial 255-1661.

Branch offices at Appleton, Eau Claire, Green Bay, Madison, Milwaukee, Wausau, Wisconsin Rapids and Dubuque, Iowa.
INTRODUCING

La Trintessa
SHOWER BY FIAT

Excellent for dormitories
and apartment buildings

Choice of 8 Decorator FORMICA patterns

Tri-Slide Enclosure made of safe and
shatterproof crystal clear acrylic

Solid, silent insulated sandwich walls

Matching Pattern FORMICA clad moldings
make smooth corners

ADVANTAGES TO
HOME BUILDER

Here is a modern shower package
designed to let you carry the most
beautiful decor right into the bath —
simply and economically.

TRINTESSA goes in dry — no water;
no mortar; no muss or fuss. Saves
both installation time and clean-up
time. Everything required for quick
foolproof assembly arrives on job in
easy-to-handle cartons. CASCADE floor
drain is factory attached and tested
and no sub pan is needed. Floor
installation is completed in one easy
step and walls virtually snap into place.

This is a shower package that provides
a wide choice of color combinations
that gives permanent glamour to the
bathroom at much less cost than
normal built up shower.

TRINTESSA as manufactured by Fiat
Products, American Cyanamid Co.,
is a completely packaged shower unit
and is comprised of three major
components: 1 — Wall System; 2 —
Shower Floor; 3 — Enclosure. Unit
shall be supplied less valve and
shower head.

ROUGHING DIMENSIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL SU-200</th>
<th>36&quot;</th>
<th>36&quot;</th>
<th>18&quot;</th>
<th>18&quot;</th>
<th>76&quot;</th>
<th>78&quot;</th>
<th>24&quot;</th>
<th>54&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL SU-201</td>
<td>32&quot;</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>16&quot;</td>
<td>76&quot;</td>
<td>78&quot;</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>54&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STICKLER & DOWNS, INC.
1505 N. 27th St. • Milwaukee, Wis. 53208 • Phone (414) 344-1300
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pean museums, and organized the 1956 centennial exhibition honoring Louis H. Sullivan. Kaufmann is now at work on a history of modern design from 1750 until 1950.

He is an Honorary Life Member of the Art Institute of Chicago, holds an honorary degree in Fine Arts from Allegheny College, and received the first Award for Distinguished Service to Design granted by the Industrial Designers Society of America.

Benton Murdoch Spruance, lithographer, painter and teacher, has been chairman of the Fine Arts Department at Beaver College, Glenside, Pa., since 1932. He studied at the University of Pennsylvania School of Fine Arts and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He holds honorary degrees from Beaver College and the Philadelphia Museum College, and has been awarded two Guggenheim Fellowships.

A pioneer in color lithography, Spruance has won many prizes and had more than 30 one-man shows. He now works almost entirely in color and, like the old masters, mixes his own colors in order to get exact shades for his prints.

The artist’s works are in public collections at the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney Museum in New York City; the Carnegie Institute in Pittsburgh; the Philadelphia Museum of Art; the Library of Congress and the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., and many others.

He is a member of the City Art Commission of Philadelphia, a past president of Artists’ Equity, and an Academician of the National Academy of Design.

FELLOWSHIP FOR RESEARCH AND GRADUATE STUDY IN ARCHITECTURE

— A 2-year fellowship for research and graduate study in architecture has just been announced by the Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture. It was made possible by a grant of $25,000 from American Metal Climax Inc. of New York City.

To be known as the ACSA-

Years of cooperative effort between architects and Duwe personnel have proven to us that it is not necessary to make startling claims, nor embellished promises. Nor is it necessary to provide glamorous photos of completed structures (we can, of course, supply an accurate list, or photos of the buildings for which we have supplied roof systems).

In an advertisement, a simple statement of the distinct, honest advantages is all that need be given. With the DUWE SYSTEM—DULITE Roof Deck and Duwe Joist—these are:

- 2-hour Underwriters' rating.
- Exceptional insulating value.
- High acoustical rating—a .75 noise reduction value
- Permanence—resists damage from fumes, moisture
- Low maintenance
- Lightweight with structural strength
- Construction is less complicated.

There's more to the story of the Duwe System. This catalog gives the details you want. It's yours for the writing.

DUWE

PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC. • P. O. Box 1277 • Oshkosh, Wis. 54901

Heating
Cooling
Plumbing

Quality Work
Since 1926

Butters-Fetting Co., Inc.

1906 S. 3rd St. Milwaukee
Phone (414) 645-1535
AMAX Fellowship, it is the first in a series of industrially sponsored fellowships which ACSA, through its Committee on Research and Graduate Studies, has been seeking to establish to enable mature architects to continue their formal education, expand their range of professional capability, and explore new areas for the future of architecture.

According to Charles B. Huizenga, president of the Kawneer Company Inc., Niles, Mich., an AMAX subsidiary, the ACSA-AMAX Fellowship is intended to be in the area of architectural study devoted to the preception of new opportunities offered by industry for improvements in the construction or planning and design of buildings.

The ACSA Committee on Research and Graduate Studies will make the fellowship award. To be eligible, an applicant must be a U.S. citizen and have the equivalent of a bachelor's degree in architecture. The successful applicant will be given $10,000 each year during the 2-year period to cover living expenses and tuition at any one of the 35 ACSA institutions.

(The remaining $5,000 in the grant will be divided between ACSA and the cooperating school to cover the cost of selecting the candidate and assisting him in his program.)

Four "theme" speakers have been named to head the afternoon programs of the 99th national convention of The American Institute of Architects in New York City.

The first theme session on "Education and the future of the Architectural Profession" (Monday, May 15) will be led by Dr. Harold Taylor, educator and author, who has lectured extensively in universities in this country and abroad.

Architect Charles Luckman FAIA will address the theme seminar on "Architectural Practice.

"Design" with Manhattan as a case study will be addressed by the Hon. John V. Lindsay, the 103rd Mayor of New York City.

"Technology," the final seminar of the convention (Thursday, May 18) will be the subject for Arthur C. Clarke, astronomer, science fiction writer, lecturer and inventor.

---

**Bright Idea**

Bradpack Lavatories—new pre-assembled wash centers with foot control.


Bradley Washfountain Co., 9175 Fountain Dr., Menomonee Falls, Wis., 53055.

Represented by:
J. R. Petley, 759 N. Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, Wis., 53202.
S. H. Bartlett Co., 6524 N. Walker Street, Minneapolis, Minn., 55426.
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"We built this one for ourselves"... said the people at The Austin Company, Designers, Engineers, Builders. After 88 years of designing and building for others, they chose Badger Mo-Sai for their own office building housing both their Chicago District Office, serving fifteen Midwestern states, and their Process Division, serving the world. Window units were cast in 37-foot-2-inch-high by 7-foot-4-inch-wide by 2-foot-deep units spanning two floors. Coarse-textured dark brown Badger Mo-Sai panels conceal a 65-car parking area on the ground area, contrasting with exposed Polar White quartz aggregates on the two upper floors. The textured white Mo-Sai forms a pleasant backdrop for the Austin Company's monogram on each end of the building.

Photo by Cabanban Studios
ASSOCIATED TILE CONTRACTORS OF MILWAUKEE

Affiliated with TILE COUNCIL OF AMERICA
by virtue of membership in TILE CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

PURPOSE: To promote better and more economical methods for installing ceramic tile.

RESPONSIBILITY: Members are obligated to conduct their business in accordance with the Association's constitution which states in part:
Objects of the Association shall be to create and foster more ethical practices among those engaged in the ceramic tile contracting business.

EXPERIENCE: The members have many years of successful managerial experience in the ceramic tile industry.

SERVICES: Members of the Association will render prompt assistance to architects and their specification writers.

GUARANTEE: Active members shall faithfully execute all contracts in strict accordance with the terms, conditions and specifications contained therein and a verbal contract shall be as binding as one that is written.

Substitution of grades or materials shall not be made except by agreement with the owner or architect.

FOR YOUR NEXT JOB CONTACT ONE OF THESE MEMBERS

Brookfield ............BROOKFIELD CERAMIC TILE CO.............4060 N. 128th St.............781-3560 ..........Chester R. Johnson


Milwaukee ............HEULER TILE COMPANY, INC.............5248 N. 35th St.............871-0300 ..........LeRoy A. Heuler

..................NEIDNER TILE COMPANY.............1740 W. Silver Spring Dr.............374-1010 ..........J. G. Schlitz


..................STARK MANTEL & TILE CO.............2516 W. North Ave.............933-8940 ..........Robert J. Stark

.................. THURNBAUER TILE, INC.............1925 W. Hampton Ave.............562-4290 ..........Lee Perdzack

..................WENZLER TILE CO., INC.............3272 N. Humboldt Ave.............372-6640 ..........Gordon P. Wenzler

Kenosha ............GOTTA TILE Co.............2107 - 91st St.............694-1633 ..........John Gotta
The Connor Lumber & Land Company of Wausau, Wisconsin, introduced two newly created floor underlayments to the construction industry at the recent North Central States Region A.I.A. convention held at Milwaukee, April 5, 6, and 7.

As an adjunct to their nationally distributed line of "LAYTITE"® Championship Maple Floors, the Connor Company has been searching for a material to impart more uniform resiliency and a better installation method to their LOXIT floor system. The LOXIT system incorporates the use of maple flooring clipped to steel channels anchored to concrete slabs. The REZILL SPACE BOARD® was developed to fill this need. In addition to providing uniform resiliency by anchoring the channels through the REZILL SPACE BOARD® in factory machined grooves, the carefully designed location of the grooves provides automatic layout and uniform spacing of the channels reducing ultimate installed cost to the owner. The use of REZILL SPACER BOARD® also eliminates any sound or moisture transmission "break" points adjacent to the channels. Compounds used in the manufacture of the BOARD render it permanently resistant to fungi, termite, and dry rot attack; give it at "K" factor of .40; and prevent more than 5% absorption by volume during total immersion in water.

In their search for a material to provide a cushion with better response below adhesive applied wood gymnasium floors such as "CONTINUOUS STRIP," the Connor Company developed CONNOR CORK™ a special formulation of natural cork laminated to rolls of asphalt saturated felt. Specifications prepared by Connor engineers required a material that would compress over 50% and recover over 85% to provide shock absorbency necessary for athletes in play and still recover sufficiently under concentrated loads such as bleachers without impairing the overall serviceability of the floor. Asphalt saturated felt was selected as the laminate to be used on the underside of CONNOR CORK™ to serve as a vapor barrier and absorber of minor ridges and pimples when used over concrete slabs. The resultant product is a lightweight (½ lbs. per sq. foot), easy to handle roll material exceeding the specified compressibility and recoverability factors plus having excellent STC and INR properties. The manufacturers also recommend CONNOR CORK™ for use below carpeting and most resilient roll flooring materials in classrooms, offices, dormitories, and multiple housing structures.

Complete installation specifications are available from the Connor Lumber & Land Company, P.O. Box 810, Wausau, Wisconsin.
the capacity for total environmental control

The very elements that determine the success of an astronaut's life support system are carefully pondered and employed in the development, installation, and control of architectural environments. Now, engineers, designers, and architects can rely on this one great source for every mechanical requirement, and get an extra value that cannot be measured in bids or bills. Since 1898, that extra value has been The Downey Company's proven reliability.
I'D LIKE TO SAY "THANKS" TO ALL OUR AIA FRIENDS WHO CAME TO SEE US AT THE CONVENTION!

YEAH! WE SURE HAD A GOOD TIME DIDN'T WE!

SPANCRETE HAS THE KEY TO HIGH VOLUME PRODUCTION!

SPANCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC.
10919 W. Bluemound Rd. • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226 • Area 414 Ph. 258-4110
LOCAL

Manufacturers of Laminated Panels That Are

... COLOR FAST
... WEATHER RESISTANT
... MAINTENANCE FREE
... LIGHTWEIGHT
... EASILY INSTALLED
... PERMANENT
... ENGINEERED FOR QUALITY

PANEL FACES

GLASWELD
28 GA. PORCELAIN
HEAVY GA. PORCELAIN
TUFF-LITE AGGREGATE
CERAMIC TILE
DURACRON ENAMEL
SPANDREL GLASS

Specialists in Architectural Building Panels
120 NORTH MILWAUKEE STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53201
Phone 414/271-4724
The old, dull wall.
(It ain't what it used to be.)

Not since we invented a remarkable fabric-backed vinyl wall-covering called Guard. Unlike other wall-coverings, Guard comes in hundreds of different patterns, designs and textures. (Which gives you a rare freedom of design.)

What's more, Guard comes in four different weights, from 8 to 33 ounces. (Which means you needn't waste money on a heavy material in an area where a lighter one would do.)

It also meets Federal specifications CCC-W-408. And it's Underwriters Laboratory tested for flame-spread under ASTM-E-84.

So what more could you ask?
You get the wall design you want.
Your client gets a wall-covering that saves the cost and mess of constant redecoration.
The only thing neither of you gets is a nice, dull wall.

For our free specification guide, or information on how our Design Center can help you, write:
T. C. ESSER CO. Executive Office and Factory, 3107 W. Galena St., Milwaukee 8, Wis.
For ten years we have been happy to be of service to the architect with only the top name quality products. Our people have maintained the highest level of sales and service and we have come to be known by our clients for quality that they can depend on — always.

We would be pleased to have you consult with us on your next project.

ARCHITECTURAL BUILDING PRODUCTS INC.
4609 West Woolworth Ave.
Phone (414) 353-7780
Milwaukee, Wis.

Kenneth R. Schaetz — President
Milwaukee
Ray Simmons
Tom O'Day
Mert Charney

Green Bay
Carl Groonwald

Madison
Ed Hennig
the irresistible power of imaginative design

The essentials of modern design — form, mass, color and texture—are most effectively interpreted by the architect who works with today’s most imaginative material...brick. And the BELDEN concept is to provide the creative architect with the industry’s most comprehensive selection...over 200 variations in color, texture and size.

Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will gladly provide samples and our new full color brochure.
At the present time there are thirty interns, fourteen registered architects and planners and there are twenty-one jobs on the board. The machinery of the Community Design Center is simply an advisory board of about twenty-seven people. These are largely people from the community. The second group are professors from the campus in many different fields such as law, sociology, engineering, etc. The third group are representatives from the professional societies in the area.

Concluding his presentation Professor Stoller said: "I will say about the whole program, that I am learning as I am going. I have some preconceptions, but I am trying to stay very flexible. I think that the success of this continuing education effort is going to depend on how well and how close its relationship with both the college and the campus and the profession can be maintained. If either of these links become weak then the program is doomed."

Some people don't know where to stop... or even care. Century Guard Rail prevents damage to buildings, walks, lawns and shrubs from poorly parked or carelessly driven vehicles. Guard Rail provides excellent "in-out" traffic control and maximum use of parking facilities around motels, restaurants, student dormitories, "drive-ins" and other parking areas. Rail sections are formed from semi-spring steel to safety cushion all impacts and assure maximum durability. Choice of curved terminal sections or gracefully curved and flared terminal end wings enhance appearance. Materials can be purchased separately or completely installed by expert Century erection crews from your nearby Century office.

Phone for FREE estimate — no obligation
Century Fence Company
1331 LINCOLN AVE., WAUKESHA, WIS. 53186
# SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS INDUSTRY OF WISCONSIN

7635 West Bluemound Road
Milwaukee 53213

Phone: 258-8177

## KEY CONSTRUCTION Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE REFRIGERATION &amp; HEATING, INC.</td>
<td>1959 S. 54th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXANDER MECH. CONTRACTOR, INC.</td>
<td>W246 3241 Industrial Lane — West Allis</td>
<td>(ACH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN FOUNDRY &amp; FURNACE CO. OF WIS.</td>
<td>625 N. Milwaukee St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(HM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATLAS SHEET METAL WORKS</td>
<td>3200 N. Green Bay Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(ACH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUBER HEATING &amp; AIR CONDITIONING</td>
<td>2535 W. Fond du Lac Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; H INDUSTRIAL SHEET METAL WKS., INC.</td>
<td>1028 S. 53rd St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER SHEET METAL CO.</td>
<td>1539 N. 16th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER WISCONSIN HEATING CO.</td>
<td>801 S. 12th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM. A. BENZ SHEET METAL PRODUCTS</td>
<td>823 N. 12th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERGIN PLUMBING &amp; HEATING, INC.</td>
<td>1537 N. Hubbard St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIERISCH &amp; NIEDERMeyer CO.</td>
<td>1360 N. 23rd St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BONDED HEATING CO., INC.</td>
<td>4724 S. Burrell St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROZEK HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL CORP.</td>
<td>4107 N. 35th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILDING SERVICE, INC.</td>
<td>4235 N. 124th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTTERS-ETING CO., INC.</td>
<td>1706 S. 10th Pl. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAESAR PLUMBING &amp; HEATING, INC.</td>
<td>N88 W16662 Main St. — Menomonee Falls</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTURY SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.</td>
<td>4223 S. 12th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. J. A. CHRISTIANSEN ROOFING CO., INC.</td>
<td>2139 W. Purdue St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUSTOM HEATING &amp; AIR CONDITIONING</td>
<td>3742 W. Fond Du Lac Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE GELLEKE CO., INC.</td>
<td>4040 N. 126th St. — Brookfield</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMSHA HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL CO.</td>
<td>1006 Legion Drive — Elm Grove</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPENDABLE HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL, INC.</td>
<td>9732 W. Carmen Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIETZ HEATING, INC.</td>
<td>130 E. Lincoln St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWNEY HEATING COMPANY</td>
<td>2202 W. Michigan St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROEGKAMP FURNACE COMPANY</td>
<td>1511 W. Fond du Lac Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOB G. ENGLER CO., INC.</td>
<td>R.R. 1, Box B — Horizon, Wis.</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCHENBURG HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL</td>
<td>23358 N. Fifth St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANDHEAT SHEET METAL WORKS, INC.</td>
<td>3218 W. Fond du Lac Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOETHEL COMPANY, INC.</td>
<td>4622 W. Mill Rd. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN F. GRAF HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL, INC.</td>
<td>2224 N. 48th St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. GROESCHL &amp; SON</td>
<td>3157 W. Burleigh St. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL J. GRUNAU COMPANY</td>
<td>307 W. Loyola Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H &amp; S HEATING &amp; SHEET METAL CO., INC.</td>
<td>11331 W. Fond Du Lac Home Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAY HELD HEATING &amp; AIR CONDITIONING</td>
<td>6822 S. North Ave. — Milwaukee</td>
<td>(AI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Symbols** show major work engaged in by each firm:

- **A** — Architectural Sheet Metal
- **B** — Fume and Dust Control Systems
- **C** — Residential Cooling
- **D** — Warm Air Heating Systems
- **I** — Industrial Sheet Metal
- **K** — Kitchen Equipment
- **M** — Sheet Metal Specialties
- **R** — Built-up Roofing
- **V** — Commercial Ventilating and Cooling

---

**Addresses**:

- **3117 W. Forest Home Ave.** — Milwaukee
- **4199 N. 75th St.** — Milwaukee
- **5044 N. 124th St.** — Milwaukee
- **5424 N. 124th St.** — Milwaukee
- **6024 N. 37th St.** — Milwaukee
- **7605 W. Oklahoma Ave.** — Milwaukee

---

**Phone Numbers**:

- **258-8177**
Basic Building Components

For...

flexibility, versatility and adaptability in design...

functional features and structural strength with minimum weight...

on time delivery and expert erection in winter and summer...

fire resistance (2 and 3-hr. Underwriters Laboratory fire rating)...

long, clear spans up to 75' or 80'...

faster framing plus "instant" work deck and overhead protection to speed completion of building...

realistic savings from mass production techniques plus big savings in time on the job-site...

contemporary architectural beauty plus low maintenance and high durability...

service, sound financial stability, and deliveries you can depend on...

TRI-LITE pre-stressed, pre-cast, hollow-core, double tee or mono-wing concrete roof and floor systems • columns • beams

WISCONSIN VALLEY CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO.
311 FIFTH AVE. NO., WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WIS. 54494
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There’s a Difference...

between the Herman Andrae Electric Company and the first telephone

About six years, to be precise.

That’s right, Andrae Electric came into being just six years after the telephone was invented. The firm currently is celebrating its 85th year of continuous operation. This makes Andrae the oldest electrical contractor in the country . . . perhaps the world.

There’s a difference...

Between electrical contractors too. Every architect is aware of this . . . and every responsible architect wants to have specific questions answered before requesting an electrical contractor to bid on a job. Based on our experience, these are the questions:

• Is the contractor financially responsible?
• What is the contractor’s current work load and manpower situation?
• What is the contractor’s “track record” on completion dates?
• What is the calibre of the contractor’s work?
• Does the contractor offer a fair and equitable price . . . and stick to it?

Here are Andrae’s answers...

• Andrae Electric has open lines of credit at major financial institutions in the area; Andrae can obtain a performance bond of any size.
• Andrae maintains a work force of over 100 people.
• Andrae has never missed a completion date on an assignment.
• Andrae adheres to quality standards that have survived the abrasiveness of time, the impatience of people and the test of continued performance.
• Andrae’s price is based on fact . . . experience . . . and knowledge of the business. Andrae “installs” a job . . . it does not “throw one in.” As an architect, you know the difference.

Is there a difference? You bet...
and between us, as the saying goes...
"Viva La Difference!!"
New Dimensions in Natural Illumination
Standard Domes by SUPER SKY

Let Super Sky help you create an imaginative architectural mood that weds natural illumination with spacial beauty. These extruded-aluminum-and-glass standard domes provide all the qualities of custom designed units. Super Sky has developed standard domes in two basic patterns. These self-supporting skylights are available in 12 to 30-ft. diameters, with a variety of glazing materials. Through standardization of fabrication and erection of these unique domes, Super Sky helps you achieve a fresh dimension in visual environment — at a practical cost. We will gladly provide you with detailed drawings, engineering data, estimates and design assistance.

ENGINEERING DATA
- Installations shown: standard dome models.
- Rafters, curbs and cross bars of extruded aluminum.
- Continuous neoprene glazing strips for weather proofing.
- Skylights guaranteed against defects in design, materials, and leakage! FREE illustrated bulletin — "A New Concept In
HOW TO ADD A CONCRETE SPECIALIST to your list of business friends

To help builders, engineers, and architects who face special problems in concrete technology, the Portland Cement Association maintains a staff of more than 375 field engineers. They work out of 38 district offices, serving the U.S. and Canada. Each is a specialist on the use of concrete. They are close at hand to any jobsite—available whenever you need technical information or guidance in any phase of concrete construction. Their own broad experience is backed by the PCA headquarters organization and the world's largest facilities for concrete research. Over 500 PCA publications and 100 films are available for study. The job of the PCA field engineer is service—and that service is available to every cement user, large and small. PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, 735 NORTH WATER ST., MILWAUKEE, WISC.

An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
Like salt and pepper
we belong together!

seasoned experts
make the most of
your plans...by
joining your vision
and hydronic
contractor skills!

Your aims and ours are one — that of expressing your ideas in a building that accurately reflects your original concept. Our special concern is the hydronic heating and cooling system that makes that building “live and breathe”. We need your informed understanding to do our job most effectively. You need our skills to realize the vision.

Are there any areas where you feel problems exist? Are there any suggestions you have on how we may best work together? We’d appreciate hearing from you! Write to Mr. Richard Brotherhood, executive director, or phone 933-573.
A first class job deserves a first class product.

Specify plaster!

More and more builders are realizing that today's quality is directly related to tomorrow's new job. Maybe that's why more and more builders are suddenly becoming quality conscious.

When specifying plaster you know you're going first class. Look at the record: Plaster is fireproof. Plaster sounds better — eliminates more between room noises than any look alike substitute material. Plaster maintains and decorates easier and better. In fact, plaster is about the most versatile building material around.

And here's the clincher — You'll find that genuine plaster actually costs no more!

When is the last time you got a quality plaster bid? Isn't it about time you did?

It might be good for your quality image.

Specify genuine lath and

PLASTER

it lasts

MILWAUKEE AREA BUREAU FOR LATHING AND PLASTERING

3274 N. 77th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222  •  Call A.T. Krueger at 442-4650